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The USFG Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the United 
Stat�s Faceters Guild. It is delivered by bulk (North America) 
and First Class (Canada & overseas) mail to all paid members 
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cember. Membership dues are $18 per year (U.S.),$?.! 
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Correspondence concerning the conter.t of the newsletter, ex
change bulletins and newdetters should be sent to the editor. 

MEMBERSIDP-CARD POLICY 

Membership cards will be sent as inclusions in the newsletter. 
In order to start the procedure with an up-to-date list of who 
have received cards, each member whose dues did not expire on 
or before the date of this issue will have a new membership 
card tucked into their newsletter. Henceforth, members who 
renew their membership or new members will receive new 
membership cards in the issue following Don Dunn's recording 
of their dues payment. This procedure was instituted in place 
of sending cards by snail-mail to reduce mailing costs and to 
simplify the coordination of bookkeeping between newsletter 
mailing-lists and membership lists (i. e., membership card 
lists). 
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

With the approaching Single Stone Competition, it is appropriate 
to comment about the motivation for competitions. 

Some Faceters prefer to strive for speed in faceting (such as 
Commercial Faceters). Other preferences may be "just for jew
elry" or for "display only11 or for maximum "return" on the in
vestment. It is a great hobby which can cater to every one of 
these purposes. The USFG has its roots in competition faceting. 
Fortunately for all, this is not exclusive. The USFG recognizes 
the importance of all the reasons for faceting and makes an effort 
to "have something for everyone. 11 

The Competition Faceter may have more than one reason for un
dertaking such events: it may be just for improvement, it may be 
to achieve as much as individually possible, it may be to stay 
abreast of an old buddy, it might even be just from boredom after 
having attained a high level of expertise--reasons are as varied 
as the people. 

When learning to type, I practiced as much as anyone, and my 
typing improved. But as I started taking speed tests I discovered 
my typing improved even quicker. By analyzing my errors and 
practicing the letters I made mistakes on, then taking more speed 
tests, my speed and accuracy improved at a very rapid rate. It is 
the same with faceting. As you begin to feel more comfortable 
with your polishing technique and feel it is dependable, there can 
be a great improvement by entering competitions. They mandate 
closer attention to details, thereby alone, improving your tech
nique and effort toward perfection. With that said, let those of· 
so inclined, look forward to the Single Stone competition in the 
Spring. § 

Sincerely, 

DUES AND NEWSLETTER POLICY 

The membership expiration date for each guild member is printed on the address label 
of the newsletter mailing envelope (on the same line as the member's name). In addi
tion, new membership cards are being sent to each member. The expiration date of 
the membership is shown on the card. 
POST YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE IN ORDER 
TO BE TIMELY REMINDED OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP EXPIRATION DATE 

When you receive an issue. if your membership will expire before the next issue, the 
address label on the mailing envelope will display 

DUES DUE. 
(Nonnally, this line displays the individual's membership expiration date.) All mem
bers who receive a 

DUES DUE 
issue will receive one more complimentary issue. The name line on the address label 
on the mailing envelope will display 

FINAL REMINDER. 
For members who elect not to renew their membership, the 

FINAL REMINDER 
issue will be the_FINAL ISSUE mailed. For members who renew their membership, 
the 

FINAL REMINDER 
issue will be the first issue for their renewed membership year. 

The newsletter editor wiJI supply back issues (while the supply lasts) for a charge of 
$2.50 per issue plus mailing costs ($1.00 for one issue plus $0.50 for each additiofl"I 
issue mailed in the same package, i.e., $3.50 for one issue and $3.00 for each adc' 
tional issue mailed in the same envelope). § 
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ABOUT THE "U/W" IN THE USFG 

NEWSLETTER'S STONE DIAGRAMS 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Marry stone diagrams for this newsletter are 
printed with GemPrint. The GemPrint software converts one of 
the stone dimensions into a "UIW" expression. Robert Strick
land, developer of the GemPrint software, provides an explana
tion of the term.§ 
T/W and U/W will not necessarily be measured point-to-point or 
flat-to-flat on all designs. The most precise definition I can think 
of at the moment is: On the top (plane) view of the stone draw
ing, draw the smallest possible rectangle with sides parallel to the 
edges of the paper that contains all of the table. This rectangle 
will touch at least four points on the table and might lie on top of 
one or more edges of the table outline. The length of the long
side of this rectangle will be T, and the length of the short side of 
the table will be U. If the stone has a diamond-shaped table, both 
T and U will be measured point-to-point. If a round brilliant is 
drawn so that four edges of the table are parallel to the edges of 
the paper, both T and U will be the same, and both will be mea
sured flat-to-flat. In any event, GernPrint will draw dimension 
lines on the drawing in the margins of the top view that clearly 
indicate T and U. § 
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M. OWENS PASCONE, IL 
�· R UffTIME MEMBERSHIP AWARD R 

D&
'"I STEVE M. RICHARDS, OR l&'"

I o o 119 19 ,fl. IT IS WITH GREAT PLEASURE THAT THE ,fl. 

,, 
PAUL M. SANDERS, IL 

,. 
Q USFG BOARD OF DffiECTORS AW ARDS ITS 0 

l&'"II CHARLES H. SCHROEDER, CA l&'
I 

,II. SECOND LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP TO Al. 

� KATHLEEN VARVEL, KS f.� � CIIARLESL.MOON � 
19 SHARON VOELKEL, MT ,fl.. ,fl. 
D&

'"I 'I O In every organi7.atioo which operates with any 0 
19 RICHARD H. WINNICK, ME All. semblance of effectiveness and efficiency, there is ,Ill 

f. BRUCE H. WITWER, CA l&'I O typically at least one individoal who provides eon- O 
19 All. merable services , both large and small, recognized All. 

MEL VIN L. YANDA, AL 9'1 Jl and unrecognized, solicited and unsolicited, trivial Jl 
1&'11-.i���lldNlf.f'M'�ll&··�llfi.'"ll&'I O �od sub�otial. These iodividnals see!°s to inherit O 
'9ill'(lf••••••••lllll9lllllll,IJlll9 Al. Jobs which everyone else overlooked, is too busy to Al. O bother with, or just woo 't do. These iodividoals O 

Al. are in a real sense the glue that holds the organiza- Bl. 
0 tion together, particularly when admiostrations 0 
All. change. These iodividoals typically are the walk- Al. O ing repositories of historical minote that are esseo- O 
Al.. tial for charting courses of action while minimizing Al. Jl the potential for blooders. Jl 

USFG NEWSLETTER BACK 
ISSUES NOW AVAILAB!..::: 

Copies of the following back issues of the USFG newsletter have 
been reproduced and are now available from the Guild's Newslet
ter Editor, with charges as described on page 2 of this issue. 
SEND FUNDS TO THE EDITOR 

March 1995 
September 1995 
December 1995 
March 1996 
June 1996 
September 1996 
December 1996 
June 1998 
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)l If ever an organization was blessed with such an Jl 
O individoal, the USFG bas bad over the years and O 
,II. has presently one in the person of Charlie. This Al. Jl recognition is long overdue, but at last we can say: Jl 
0 WITH NO SCRATCHES, PITS, CHIPS, OR 0 
,II. OPEN MEETS, WE PRESENT THIS AW ARD 61. Jl WITH A PERFECT SCORE OF 100. Jl 
iiR&R&&&&RRRRR 
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FI SHE YES 

AND 

WINDOWED PAVILIONS 

By J. W. Carroll 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Although this article by Jerry does not 
specifically address a specific design other than SRB, it is ap
propriate for inclusion as an element of design difficulty. 

In spite of the definition from last month's ANGLES, extracted 
from the USFG newsletter, a jisheye is not the some as a win
dow thru a pavilion (emphasis supplied). The definition of a 
fisheye was as follows: If the stone is held closely over newsprint 
which can be read by looking straight down through the table 
and through the main cu/et facets, it is a fisheye. 

For some reason this definition has been adopted by amateur 
faceters, I've heard it for years, but it is not the accepted defini
tion in the jewelry industry. 

Fisheyes and windowed pavilions are both cutting faults in the 
pavilion of a gem. The difference is that a fisheye cannot occur 
in a pavilion with the mains cut below the critical angle of the 
gem and a windowed pavilion cannot occur when the pavilion 
mains are cut above the critical angle of the gem. 

Fisheyed standard round brilliants (SRB) are rarely seen. I've 
seen only one, and that was at GIA when taking a course in dia
mond appraising. A fisheye can only occur in a gem when the 
pavilion is cut above the critical angle for the material and the 
girdle is frosted. Why? The fisheye ring seen through the table 
is a reflection of the frosted girdle on the pavilion facets. The 
only way the ring can be seen is when the reflected rays of light 
are perpendicular to the table facet (See Fig. l ). This 
cannot occur in a windowed gem, one in which the pavilion 
main angle is below the critical angle of the material. 

If one has a SRB (standard round brilliant) with pavilion mains 
cut at 39.5°, the outer diameter of the fisheye will be about 65% 
of the stone diameter. See TABLE I for fisheye diameter vs. 
pavilion main facet angle when the girdle thickness is 2% of the 
stone diameter. This means that the table diameter must be 
greater than 65% of the stone diameter, not common in a SRB. 
In addition, the critical angle of the material must be greater that 
39.5° which would require an index ofrefraction greater than 
1.57. This eliminates quartz! To see a fisheye clearly, the diam
eter of the fisheye should be about 50% or less of the stone diam
eter. This diameter of fisheye would require a pavilion main an
gle of-37.25°, and would have to be cut in a material with an 
index ofrefraction greater than 1.65. 

We all know how easy it is to cut a windowed stone! You can see 
thru quartz when cut with a pavilion main angle of 43° if the 
stone is tilted slightly, even though its critical angle is 40.4°. 

If you want a very well defined flsheye make the girdle thicker, 
since the width of the fisheye ring is proportional to the thickness 
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of the girdle. 

I have deliberately eliminated the math from this article since 
watching peoples' eyes glaze over when I've given a presentaticr 
heavy in math. If anyone is interested in the mathematical ap
proach, please contact me by e-mail. 

An interesting exhibit would be two round brilliants, one with a 
fisheye and one with a window so everyone could see the distinct 
difference between the two. I would suggest making the fish
eyed stone from CZ using a pavilion main angle of 36°. Using a 
girdle thickness of 4% of the stone diameter, the inner diameter 
of the girdle reflection would be 38.2% and the outer diameter of 
girdle reflection would be 45.8% of the diameter of the stone. § 

(From ANGLES. March, 2000) 

Fig. I .  Fisheye reflection in round brilliant. 

TABLE I Girdle Reflection Diameter vs Pavilion Main Angle 
PmionMain Inner Dlametet of Gln:fte Reflection, Outer Diameter of Girdle Reflection, ·--·- % of SRB Diameter % of SRB Dlame!&r 

39_75• 63.6 67.5 
39.so· 61,8 65.8 
39.25· 60.1 64..o 
39.oo· 58.4 62.3 
38.75· 56.7 60.6 
38.so• ss.o 58.9 
38.r 53.3 57.2 
3C.,JO· 51.6 SS.5 
37.75· 49.9 53.8 
37.60• 48.2 52.1 
37.25

'" 

48.6 50.4 
37.00" 44.9 48.7 
36.75· 43.2 47.0 
36.50. 41.5 45.4 
36.2s· 39.9 43.7 
36.00" 38.2 42,0 
35.75· 38.5 40.3 
35.50· 34.9 38.7 
35.25• 33.2 37.0 
35.oo· 31.6 35A 
34.15• 30.0 33.7 
34.50· 28.3 32.1 
34.25· 26.7 30.4 
34.oo· 25.1 26,6 
33.75· 23.5 27.2 
33.so· 21.9 25.5 
33.2s· 20,3 23.9 
33.oo• 16.7 22.3 
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HORSESHOES, HAND GRENADES 

AND 

USFG STONE JUDGING 

By Jack E. Gross 

Preface: The general features contained in this article were ini
tially explained in an article entitled "A NEW APPROACH TO 
JUDGING," written by Ralph Mathewson and published in the 
September 1999 issue of this newsletter. However, the implica
tions of the judging system are worthy ofrepeated attention by 
competition-oriented members. 

In a recent report on the failure of a test of the Star War's sys
tem, the comment was made that although the defensive missile 
missed the target, "it came close," which brought a response 
that "close doesn't count." It reminded me of the old saying 
"close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades." For 
faceters who are competing in the USFG's single stone compe
titions, the saying needs to be modified to "close only counts in 
horseshoes, hand grenades, and USFG competition faceting." 

This article is intended to point out that indeed, the stone judg
ing system developed by Ralph Mathewson for use by judges in 
our Guild's single stone competitions places significant impor
tance on "closeness." "Closeness" in the Guild's judging system 
is a measure of the magnitude of error exhibited by each of the 
criteria on which the stone is judged. This evaluation of 
"closeness" has two primary benefits. 

First, it provides a means to assign a higher score to a stone in 
which cutting errors exhibit a smaller departure from the 
"perfection" than the same "kind" of errors in another stone. 
For example, a stone which exhibits an open meetpoint that is 
difficult to see under a given magnification will receive a higher 
score (i.e., less penalty points marked against the stone) than a 
stone with an open meetpoint that is easily observed under the 
same magnification. In this manner, the fuceter who has devel
oped skills that permit the cutting of"almost perfect" meet
points is rewarded above the faceter who has not yet achieved 
such a skill level, even though both faceters produced an open 
meetpoint. 

The second benefit of the "closeness" methodology is an evalua
tion of faceting skills provided to the faceter. It is not very 
helpful in the development of skills to receive a judging sheet 
which reports the score and "kinds" of errors on a stone but no 
indication of how significant the errors were. Does a judge's 
comment such as "you need to work on your meetpoints11 mean 
that your meetpoints were open due to seriously flawed facet 
positioning or does it mean that only some fine tuning is 
needed? Likewise, which kind of error indicates the most seri
ous skill deficiency, the error for meetpoints or the error for 
scratches? In each case, how close were the errors to 
"perfection?" With this kind of information, the faceter is 
pretty well aware of skills that need to be improved. 

The "closeness" evaluation in our Guild's judging procedure is 
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based on the following three visual criteria and associated de
gree of penalty: 

I. Errors that are barely noticable with a I 0-power loupe. 

For example, a scratch difficult to see with a I 0-power 
loupe, (i.e., a "cat hair"). This is an "A" level error and 
its penalty value is 5 percent of the full value ofa 
"pattern point." 

2. Errors that can easily be seen with a IO-power loupe but 
seen with some difficulty with the naked eye. 

This is a B" level error and its penalty value is 50 per
cent of the full value of a "pattern point." 

3. Errors that can be easily seen with the naked eye. 

This is a "C" level error and its penalty value is I 00 per
cent of the full value ofa "pattern point." For example, 
a deep scratch that can be easily seen with the naked eye. 

It takes only an elementary calculation to see that a stone can 
exhibit 20 level "A" errors and receive the same score as a stone 
that exhibits one level "C" error. This should be encouraging to 
many faceters who's skill has progressed to the point where 
their errors can only be seen with the aid of a good loupe. 

The table below illustrates the judges score-card procedure in 
which "closeness" is evaluated. Also see the article on page 10 
which shows the pattern points for this years competition de-
signs. § 

I 2 3 4 

Categories 
( I through 4 represent Signs Pattern Points Number of Errors 

POLISH) % of I Error 

Y value = 

5o/o 50o/o IOOo/o 

I .  Scratch or inclusions A B C 

that con1e to surface 
2. Pitting of Facet 

3. Grooved Facet. Herring 

Bone effect in Quartz 

4. Flat Facets and 

sharo edecs 

5. Facets Uniform 

6. Meet Points 

7. Chins 

8. Girdle Uniformitv 

9. Girdle Thickness 

IN. or a 3 point deduction 

0. 1 mm + or - is IN. but 

not less than 0.2mm 

I 0. Length/Width Ratio 
IN, or a 3 point deduction. 

0.1mm f or -

will be considered IN. 

TOTALS 
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GEMCAD TIP 

By Jerry Carroll 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article by Jerry is an excellent 
''primer"for some of the GemCad-based design ana(vses pre
sented in the "Challenging Designs" section of this news/et/er. 
The numerous operations in GemCad can be a little intimidat
ing, particularly the data-entry sequence/or drawing new facets 
or substituting a new facet for an old facet. Jerry's easy-to
follow explanation on the use of GemCad's X, Y and Z coordi
nates is an important feature in becoming GemCad literate and 
achieving "designing skills" thot will aid in assembling all those 
facets into that exquisite design you have been thinking about 
for years. This newsletter's June issue will carry another article 
by Jerry which farther explains GemCad's stone design features. 

A nice thing about GemCad is that you can simulate cutting a 
stone, but unlike real life, you can undo your mistakes. This 
makes the program ideal for designing. An example is getting 
the correct angles for a standard round brilliant pavilion in which 
the break facets extend 80% of the depth of the pavilion. 

Start with the girdle outline for a round brilliant, sixteen facets of 
equal length. In Gem Cad, set the program to use a 64 index, 8-
fold - mirror image symmetry. Cut a facet at 90° at index num
ber 64. The blank will now look like Fig. I .  Cut the pavilion 
main facets, in this case at 43°. The stone will now look like Fig. 
2. To make it easier to calculate the 80% depth, start the pavil
ion main facets at the "z" intercept of the girdle which 
is 0. In this case, x = 0, y = 1.02 and z = 0. 

Now we want to make the break facets reach 80% of the depth of 
pavilion. The easiest way to cut to the correct depth is to cut off 
the pavilion 80% above the girdle line. To find the "z" intercept 
of this point, put the cursor over the culet point and press the left 
mouse button (for meet point). The reading for the culet point is 
x = 0, y = 0, z = 0.951. Eighty percent of0.951 is 0.7608. We 
now have the "z" intercept for an 80% plane. 

Cut a facet at 0°, any index setting (I used 64) and using the 
query command (q), select x = 0, y = 0, z = 0.7608. A flat facet 
is cut that shaves oflthe bottom 20% of the pavilion. see Fig. 3 .  

Now all we have to do is select two points and an index setting to 
cut the break facets. Select the base of the main facet at the 64 
index for the first point. It is labeled "A" in Fig. 3. Select the 
top point of the main facet, labeled "B" in Fig. 3, as the second 
point. Select index setting 2 as the third cutting parameter. The 
pavilion will now look like Fig. 4. 

The only thing left to do is to undo the flat facet we placed at the 
80% depth. Place the cursor on the facet and press (k) to undo 
the facet The pavilion now looks like a normal standard round 
brilliant pavilion, see Fig. 5. If you check the listing for the 
facets, the break facet is located at 44.15°, 1.15° greater than the 
43° main facet angle. § 
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Fig. I .  Girdle cut with 16 
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X = O, y =  1.02, z = O  

Fig. 2. Cut main facets. 
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Fig. 4. Cut break facets. 
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(From ANGLES, December, 1999) Fig. 5. Undo culet facet. 
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USFG BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 

DECISIONS AND POLICIES 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Most of the Guild's membership is probably 
not aware of the considerable discussion that the Board of Di
rectors engages in during the process of managing the Guild's 
activities. The normal products of these discussions are deci
sions and policies which exist only in the individual files of the 
Board Members. Although there is no intent to keep these deci
sions and policies confidential, to date there has been no proce
dure for archiving them as official Guild records where they can 
be referred to by future Board members and interested members. 
The Board thus elected to begin publishing the final results of 
their deliberations in this newsletter. Thus, in addition to the 
Guild's Constitution, this newsletter will serve as the repository 
for "how things are to be managed " Although the Board strives 
to produce decisions and policies that are of the greatest benefit 
to the Guild's members with the least controversy, there will be 
alterations as "loose ends" are identified in the process of man
agement. Such changes will be reported in this section. 

The Guild's members are urged to read this section and make 
suggestions to the Board concerning errors of omission and com
mission that are detected in these reports.§ 

ATTENTION SINGLE-STONE COMPETITORS 

USFG GIRDLE WIDTHS AND STONE WIDTHS 
FOR COMPETITION DESIGNS 

The USFG competition committee has established the following 
specification for girdle widths for all designs in the Guild's single 
stone competitions: 
Required girdle widths for stones ranging from 6 mm to 14 
mm: Minimum = .2 mm; Maximum = .3 mm 

Reqnired Girdle widths for stones ranging from 15 mm to 16 
mm: Minimum = .2 mm; Recommended = .3 mm and Maxi
mum = .4 mm. 
PLEASE NOTE: Any girdle width below the minimum or 
above the Maximum is calculated as a 3 point error. 

*****HOWEVER***** 

Since the Guild failed to specify the foregoing girdle-width rules 
in the September 2000 issue of this newsletter, 

THE FOREGOING GIRDLE WIDTH REQUIREMENTS 
ARE SUSPENDED FOR THE 2001 COMPETITION, LE., 

THERE ARE NO GIRDLE WIDTH REQUIREMENTS 
FOR ANY OF THE COMPETITION LEVELS. 

*****LIKEWISE***** 

The competition rules failed to specify the 3-point penalty for 
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stone width 0.1mm larger than or 0.1mm smaller than the speci
fied stone-size limits. Therefore: 

THE INTENDED STONE-WIDTH PENALITIES ARE SUS
PENDED FOR THE 2001 COMPETITION, LE., THERE 

ARE NO STONE-WIDTH VIOLATION PENALTIES FOR 
ANY OF THE COMPETITION LEVELS. 

(But watch out next year)§ 

NOTICE TO USFG NOVICE CUTTERS 

By Charles L. Moon 
Competition Co-Chairman 

The USFG 2001 competition rules and designs have been pub
lished in our September Newsletter. Many of you are intending 
to enter next year's competition, and at the same time, many of 
you are wondering about whether to stay in the Novice for one 
more year or proceed into the Premaster level. Regardless of 
your intentions here are some facts to consider in making your 
decision. 
Having attained the score of 80% or above, you are qualified as a 
Novice in the USFG and legally you have the right to enter the 
Premaster level. However, there are some factors which need to 
be refreshed and presented once more regarding your entering 
the Premaster level and that is: I .  Our Novice competition was 
one for learning to SEE all possible errors a novice can make, 
hopef ully this one parameter would bring about the remedying of 
these errors in f uture personal cuttings and in competition cut
ting. Also concurrent with this SEEING experience, the USFG 
did not want the Novice to be unduly punished with a low score 
that would be an extreme deterrent for anyone of you desiring to 
continue with competition cutting. As a consequence, the Judge 
was asked to identify each and every error, but score leniently in 
order to encourage the Novice to continue competition cutting 
and not kill his competition desire with a horrendously low score. 
2. When a cutter reaches the USFG Premaster level, all leniency 
is no longer in eflect; all errors will still be identified, but will be 
scored on a the Masters Level of scoring. 

Thus, upon entering the Premaster, please expect a whole difler
ent experience from the scoring that you experienced at the 
Novice level. The score you make in the Premaster level will 
definitely DEFINE where you stand in relation to the final goal 
of becoming the best possible faceter you can 

UPDATE NOTE: The novice Judge is being given the preroger
ative of whether or not to judge the Novice stones more leniently 
than the Pre-Masters and Masters. Current feeling is that any 
leniency will be VERY MINIMAL. § 
THE USFG SCORING FORMAT FOR NOVICE, 

PREMASTER AND MASTERS DIVISIONS 

PREFACE: Below, in the three USFG competition divisions, 
there are percentages that represent possible goals. If at any 
time, any one percentage is not easily achieved, please be advised 
that the USFG offers a "personal assessment" program as a 
means of developing skills necessary to achieve the percentages 
and the goals they represent. Please contact Jack Gross, our 
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Newsletter Editor for details. 

I .  To certify as an USFG Novice, an inexperienced faceter 
must achieve a score of80% on the Novice design. The 
80% is required in order to cut for the Premaster divi
sion. 

2. To certify as a USFG Premaster, the cutter must make a 
minimum score of 85% on cutting the Premaster design. 
However, ifa score of90% is achieved, the cutter not 
only qualifies for Premaster Certification, but also quali
fies for the right to cut for the Masters division. The 
90% score is required in order to cut for the Masters 
Division. 

3. To certify as a USFG Masters, the cutter must make a 
minimum score of90% on cutting the Masters' design. 

A. To qualify for the World Class Training program 
(WCT), the cutter must make a 96% on the Masters 
design. 

NB: Once a cutter has been certified in any USFG competition 
division, that certification will remain permanent, even if the 
cutter, when recutting in his/her certified division, scores below 
the minimum certification score. § 

DECISION ON AW ARDS 

The Guild's Board of Directors has elected to discontinue the 
issuing of plaques as awards only to winners in the Novice, Pre
Masters and Masters levels of the Single Stone competitions. 
Rather, Olympic-style medals will now be issued to first, sec
ond, and third places in the Novice and Pre-Masters levels, plus 
the new Masters Division and Past Masters Division in the 
Masters level. Although a final design for the medals has not 
been selected, they will be suitable engraved with the winning 
designation and USFG affiliation, and should represent a desir
able trophy for neck, wall, or case. § 

ON CERAMICS AND BATTS 

By Jim Stanclift 

Shortly after commencing my interest in faceting and after pur
chase a faceting machine, I purchased a Graves Ceramic Lap in 
hopes that it would provide a fine polish on harder rough, and 
with some degree of repeatability and dependability. This before 
Ultra Laps, colloidial polishing media, etc. My first efforts to put 
the =amic to use were with a piece of clear CZ. I experimented 
with various amounts of Raytech Spray Diamond and lubricants. 
I became better at using the lap to fine sand facets than control
ling my frustration with the unpredictable results and sudden 
appearance of"furrows" across an "almost" polished facet. 

Keeping my eyes open, and reading what information I could find 
on the subject, I periodically attempted to make the =amic lap do 
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what I thought it should do: quickly provide consistently fine 
polishes on the harder materials. I tried scrubbing the disc with 
cleaning powders, lava soap, brushes, and so on; wiping them dry 
with this, that and the other material. The best that resulted froll' 
these efforts was a period of a short number of meets that woull 
bring up a good polish, only suddenly, by some factor in the 
matrix of factors necessary to achieve consistency with this 
method of polishing, would unknowingly "go out of control" and 
all of the effort would revert to sanded meets, often with deep 
scratches that required recutting those meets. 

I have virtually given up using a ceramic lap for any purpose 
other than inducing added weight to a stack of "supplies" on the 
work bench. l suspect that, among other mctors requiring control 
within very narrow tolerances to cause the ceramic lap to function 
properly, that: once the glaze is broken, which is necessary 
according to some commentators, the porous structure of the 
ceramic material is exposed; ostensibly to trap the diamond bort 
particles in now exposed pockets. However, reflection on what is 
happening at the face of the materials {porous ceramic sprinkled 
with diamond grains and coated with some lubricant and the facet 
material) one would have to wonder if the "drag," heat generated 
by the lap revolving breaking the friction between the lap surface 
and the meet material surface, and the given brittleness of ceramic 
material, does not set the ideal conditions to cause the ceramic to 
produce very tiny fractures of that material that break loose from 
the top edge of the dividing =amic between any given two, or 
more, minute "pockets" or pores in the ceramic. These then lodge 
in the pores, until they agglomerate and are rolled out of the pore 
that they are residing in, to wedge themselves between the fac 
face and the lap mce. The addition of diamond, or other polishing 
materials, or lubricants I have found, do not entirely reset the 
conditions for sustainable periods of time to produce good pol
ishes to facet faces with any degree of predictability. 

Perhaps, the glazed face of a ceramic lap, carrying a liquid or gel 
containing a non-particulate form a chemical that increases, or 
decreases, the pH away from that of the rough material being 
faceted, would be the better use for the ceramic lap. 

Speculation and experience aside, I purchased a Batt Lap last year 
after having seen and read frustratingly little hints and bits of its 
existence and characteristics. Although I have not had the time to 
use it extensively, it has given good, generally repeatable results 
on CZ to date. A bit of cerium or other oxide dabbed on the lap 
by a finger, seems to enhance the speed at which the 100,000 
diamond brings up a polish. With the Batt Lap I can confidently 
cheat and polish in meetpoints and ''wandering" facets, having 
predictable control of the results and comfort in knowing that the 
likelihood of damaging an otherwise acceptably polished facet 
will be low. § 
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GET RID OF CHEATER! 

By Glenn Klein 

We fuceters know that there will be a definite need to alter the 
index settings as we go about faceting our gems, but there is 
something that bothers me about the terms most faceters use 
when they describe the procedure, and the faceting machine con
trol that they use to get flat on the desired facet. Those terms are 
"CHEATING," and "CHEATER" Cheating to get the job done 
does not sound nice. None of us feels comfortable if we say we 
cheated to get this beautiful stone completed. And when it comes 
to people, I do not like cheaters who get things their way. 

As a group, why don't we decide on a NEW NAME for the proce
dure of altering index settings. What we are simply doing is 
splitting a 96 Index Gear into an almost un-limited number of 
hairline settings. The procedure is not in the least to be consid
ered as cheating. We are simply rotating the gem left or right to 
get flat on the facet from side to side. We are fine-tuning. We 
are taking advantage of all of the features our faceting machine 
tool offers us. 

You have to be out of your mind if you do not use your faceting 
tool to its fullest potential. We are making adjustments because 
the index gear does not have enough teeth. It is a REQUIRED 
operation if you are cutting for competition. Index splitting left 
and right is just as important as it is to raise or lower the stone on 
the mast, or to set the facet angle dial so as to get flat on the facet 
at its top, bottom, and sides. 

We could call the control an INDEX SPLITTER, and we could 
call the procedure INDEX SPLITTING (if you lisp a little you 
might stumble a bit in saying this). It could be INDEX COM
PENSATOR and INDEX COMPENSATING. It could be IN
DEX FINE TUNER and INDEX FINE-TUNING. It could be 
ROTATIONAL TUNER and ROTATIONAL TUNING. It could 
be RADIAL SPLITTER and RADIAL SPLITTING. It could be 
INDEX DIVIDER and INDEX DIVIDING. 

Do you have better terms for general use of us facetors? 1 am en
couraging some thought on the part of all faceters. to see if there 
are better descriptive terms for what we are doing. Maybe after a 
reasonable time we could vote to see what the majority would like 
to do. Maybe all of you would like to stick to cheating! 

There have been many articles about the need to "cheat" after the 
transfer of a gem to another dop, when the pavilion has been 
completed. This is to get the crown facets aligned properly 
where they meet the girdle facets and the pavilion facets. This 
procedure is not a matter of choice. These corrections become 
necessary because of very small errors in the diameter size of 
dops, a dop that is bent, the need to get a level girdle, the faceting 
machine being just barely out of alignment, a change of lap or 
index gear being used, the lap not being perfectly flat, the need to 
work at a different area of a lap, the transfer jig not being accu
rate, the poor quality of a particular index you are using, the face
tors tired eyesight at the time, or because of many other possible 
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reasons such as the stone that moved in the wax, etc. 

My main use of the "cheater" is to make very small adjustments 
from side to side on the facet as I go to smoother laps, and to the 
polish lap. I take lots of notes as I facet. The index setting will 
be there--12-24-36-48, or whatever. And, above the index setting 
I will write L4, or RI -1/2, etc. As I go to finer laps these L & R 
amounts will change. I want to know exactly what the settings 
were when I last worked on that facet! I want to be able to know 
as much as I can about that facet, in case I have to go over it later 
because of some changed condition in the surrounding facets. 

I also make notes on the facet's angle. I cheat with that by not -
ing the 43-degree facet was last worked on at 43.09, or 42.8, etc. 
Is this angle cheat OK, and the index cheat is not OK? They are 
both OK. They are the smart way to use your faceting tool. 

I have had situations where I was using a 96 Index Gear, and yet 
had to correct full available left and right cheater settings on my 
Ultra-Tee machine. I could go to a 120 index, or a 200 index, if 
one were available. But, then it would be so easy to set at the 
wrong gear notch, and really screw things up as I set down on the 
wrong group of small facets! I prefer working with a 96 Index 
Gear which my tired eyes can still see pretty good, and then ad
justing the fine details in between gear notches with use of the 
11cheater." 

So what do you think? Should we leave the cheaters as is, or 
should we give the procedure a better name? I favor the terms 
INDEX SPLITTER and INDEX SPLITTING. For short we 
could say SPLITTER and SPLITTING. But I would be glad to 
take a poll of you out there in the faceting world. If you care to 
offer your opinions, send me an email to: 

glennklein@yahoo.com 

I will total the results, and I will do it honestly---! will not cheat! 
§ 

NOTICE TO PARTICIPANTS IN THE USFG'S 
2001 SINGLE-STONE COMPETITION 

By Charles L. Moon 
Competition Co-Chairman 

There continues to be questions as to whether the quartz for the 
Novice category in the Guild's 200 I Single-Stone Competition 
can be natural or synthetic. 

THE ANSWER IS: 

EITHER NATURAL OR SYNTHETIC 

IS ACCEPT ABLE § 
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ERROR CATEGORIES AND PATTERN-POINT DISTRIBUTION 
FOR THE 2001 SINGLE STONE COMPETITION DESIGNS 

NOVICE PREMASTERS MASTERS 

Column 1 L.olumn2 Column3 Column 3 Column 3 

Categories I through 4 represen 
POLISH SIGNS 

PATIERN 
POINTS 

PATIERN 
POINTS 

PATIERN 
POINTS 

l .  Scratches or inclusions that / come to the surface. 55 

2. Pitting offuccts caused by • • 
poor polish or inclusions that • 
come to the surfuce that look • • 
like pitting and foreign or 
matter on surface that will 
not wipe off F 55 

3. Grooved facet or herring g or 
h bone effi:ct in quartz. 55 

4. Flat facets and sharp edges. 0 55 

5. Facets unifonn. ffi 55 

6. Meet points. 0 25 

7. Chips. 6 19.5 

8. Girdle uniform. 3 

9. Length/Width ratio. 
(0.1mm + or-will be 

considered "IN". A 3-pattcrn 
point deduction applied if 
L/W is "OlIT"). 3 

Totals 325.5 

ATTENTION-ATTENTION

ATTENTION-ATTENTION 

COMPETITORS IN THE 

MASTERS LEVEL 

The Masters level of the 200 I single-stone competition has been 
divided into two divisions: 

I .  A Past Masters Division which is a COMPULSORY entry 
division for all cutters who have participated in the 
Australian International Faceting Challenge (IFC) and is 
an OPTIONAL entry division for all other competitors who 
enter the Masters level competition; 

2. A Masters Division which is an oPTioNAL entry division 
for all competitors who enter the Masters level but have 
not participated in the IFC. 

Thus, Masters-level competitors who HAVE NOT competed in the 
IFC have the option of having their stone entered into the Past 
Masters Division or the Masters Division. 

THESE COMPETITORS SHOULD IN

CLUDE A NOTE WITH THEIR STONES 

WHICH STATES THEIR DIVISION PREF

ERENCE:, such as: 

10 

77 99 

77 99 

77 99 

77 99 

77 99 

33.5 63 

45 49.75 

3 3 

3 3 
469.5 613.75 

ENTER THIS STONE IN THE 

PAST MASTERS DIVISION 

or 

ENTER THIS STONE IN 

THE MASTERS DIVISION 

All stones in both the Past Masters Division and the Masters Di
vision will be judged by the same standards and by the same 
judge. The judge will not know which stones have been desig
nated for which division. Thus, the only difference in competi
tion results will be where a stone ranks with other stones pro
duced by cutters in the same skill level. For example, cutter "A" 
obtains a stone score of98 in the Mo:,ers Division and places 
first in a field of IO  competitors. Cutter "B" receives a stone 
score of 99 and places fourth in the Past Masters Division field of 
10  competitors. In ranking evaluation, cutter 11A" receives a 
medal and has "bragging rights" of a first place finish and cutter 
"B'\ with a high score than cutter "A/1 receives no medal. BUT, 
cutter "B" does have significant "bragging rights" that the stone 
was ranked forth among some of the best cutters in the world. 

Competitors in the Past Masters Division will receive distinctive 
certificates which signifies that they competed with Past Masters 
cutters. § 
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STONE QUIZ FOR THE ISSUE 

CHALLENGING DESIGNS 

By Jack E. Gross 

The intended purpose of "Challenging Designs" is to encourage 
faceters to tackle designs that, for one reason or another, contain 
features that make the design difficult to cut or appear difficult to 
cut. Sooner or later, most ofus see a design that is attractive or 
otherwise intriguing but we hesitate to attempt the cut because of 
the apparent difficulty. Other faceters may be attracted to the 
more difficult appearing designs just because of the challenge. It 
is almost certain that faceters who aspire toward competition cut
ting, particularly at the Premasters and Masters levels, are going 
to be faced with designs that present difficult features, whether 
real or apparent. 

Thus, it seemed worthwhile to take a close look at designs which 
a number of stone designers consider to present the cutter with 
unusual cutting challenges, and with the intent of describing how 
the difficulties may be solved. The designers were asked to: ( 1) 
suggest difficult designs of their own or any design regardless of 
designer; (2) to offer a description of why the designs are difficult 
and; (3) to suggest solutions for the difficulty. As might be ex
pected, a wide variety of stone shapes were suggested. Likewise, 
the accompanying descriptions and solutions varied from being 
very brief to as relatively fully explained. Since one of the objec
tives of the challenging designs is to create an interest in figuring 
out how to overcome design difficulties, the brief comments were 
made to order (after all, where would the challenge be if all the 
questions were answered?). Thus, for some of the designs, there 
are fairly detailed descriptions of the problems and solutions, or 
fairly detailed descriptions of the problems and limited or no so
lutions, or just minimal descriptions and solutions. 

Since there was not sufficient space in this issue to include all of 
the suggested designs, some are presented in this issue and some 
will be presented in the June and/or September issues and some 
solutions will be presented in the new USFG WebPage currently 
in the design stage. Thus, for those contributors who do not see 
their suggested designs in this issue, do not despair because they 
will be presented in future issues as space allows. (I have taken 
"EDITOR'S prerogative" and included a design because it is one 
of the designs required by the 2002 Australian International 
Faceting Challenge). 

Keep in mind that the purpose of"Challenging Designs" is to 
heighten interest and capability in solving design difficulties and 
is neither intended to glorify or denigrate any particular design 

nor to place a relative order of difficulty on the designs. The de
signs are strictly devices to supply features which cause the cut
ting difficulty. Likewise, the emphasis is on DESIGN, and does 
not involve cutting techniques, stone material, etc. These cutting 
challenges have been divided into two categories in this 
"Challenging Design" series: ( I)  Difficulties associated with cut
ting "sequence" and "positioning" of facets; and (2) Difficulties 
associated with close indices and angles of adjacent facets. This 
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issue's designs stress the sequencing and "positioning" difficul
ties. Although the business of analyzing Challenging Designs 
may not be everybody's cup-of-tea, it can be interesting and fun 
and provides an added component for faceting. 

For some of the designs, I have supplied sequences of plan views 
and brief comments for the purpose of: ( 1)  Demonstrating the 
advantages of analyzing a design's facet organization with Gem
Cad; (2) To illustrate some of the difficulties encountered in a 
design's cutting sequence, primarily facets that have no prior-cut 
facet to supply an anchor point for a new facet to be cut (i.e., 
"floating" facets and "ECED"facets); and (3) To illustrate steps 
that may be taken to position floating and ECED facets. These 
plan views are identified as EDITOR'S COMMENTS and are not 
necessarily the views of the individual who suggested the design. 

Since publication space is limited, in some cases only a limited 
pavilion or crown plan view is illustrated with the intention of 
providing enough information to support the nature of the prob
lem but not a full plan diagram with cutting angles and indices. § 

FOURTH OF JULY 
(See stone design on page 12) 

Suggested By Jerry Capps 

The "Fourth of July" cut is by a different author, which I revised 
due to the impossibility of faceting with the original directions. 
Even this revised version is not easy due to the close angles in
volved. For Mast machines, the low crown angles may present 
some difficulty also (while the RayTech would not). 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Figures on page 12 illustrate the first 
'ive facet cuts as listed in the cutting sequence for the Fourth Of 
l!uly design on page 35 of Glenn Vargas's Book 111 Fig. 5 ,  
[Which i/1/ustrates the positioning of facet "b''. in Vargas's se-

uence is a good example of encountering an "un-anchored" 
"ace/, i.e., no prior-cut facet which supplies a meetpoint for the 
r,ew facet. The Fourth Of July is design 13.040 in DataVue2 am 
hus can be easily transferred into GemCad. For readers so in

y:lined, transfer the design into GemCad and analyze the design 
o see if you can outline a different cutting sequence that will 

'f]Void the un-anchored facet "b. " 

JUIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Design a cutting scheme to e/imi
r,ate the "un-anchored" status of facet "b" in the Vargas design. 
For a little additional challenge, did Jerry Capps avoid un
r,nchored facet "b" in his revision of the design? § 

OVAL LONE STAR NO. 5 
(See stone design on page 13) 

Suggested by Charles W. Covill 

Getting a certain size gem will drive you up the wall. Then get
ting the circle on the table requires a lot of study, but can be done 

(Conlinued on page 13) 
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"FOURTH OF JULY CUT" - by Paul Rivard, (California) 
Vargas Ill, pg.35-Palience & creativity. Rev:J.L.Capps 

COS brightness analysis, om1t=20: 62.3/51.1 (Fair). 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .670 
79 + 1 2  girdles = 91 facats 
3-fold radial symmetry 
96 index 

L/W = 1 .042 T/W = 0279 U/W = 0242 
P/W = 0.460 C/W = 0.144 
Vol.lW' = 0.179 

56 

72 

80 16 

BO 6 
66 

l 
PAVILION 

1 38.40' 04-28-36-60-68-92 PCP 
2 39.38" 07-09-23-25-39-41· MP PCP 

55-57-71-73-87-89 (required 
deViation from book) 

4 48.96" 10-22-42-54-74-85 Firat Breaks; 
MP 1-1,2-2; (deviates) 

5 ea.so• 14-18-46-51)..78-82 Second set of 

Break facets 
6 90.oo· 10-22-42-54-74-85 lnttial girdle 
6a 90.oo• 14-18-46-50-78-82 Level girdle 
7 51.45• 12-20-44-52-76-84 GMP 
8 54.95• 15-17-47-49-79-81 GMP; MP 2-3-7 

CROWN 

32.75" 10-22-42-54-74-86 Sets girdle 
1a 32.75" 14-18-46-50-78-82 Level girdle 
2 28.90" 12·20-44-52-76-84 GMP 
2a 28.90· 16-48-80 GMP 
3 25.08" 12-20-44-52-76-84 MP 2-1-1-2 

(may require "'adjustment/ 
4 21.30" 10-22-42-54-74-86 MP 3-2-1-1-2·3 
5 o.oo· Table MP 2a-3-4 
6 1 1 .00· 96-32-64 MP 5-2a-3-4 

Little resemblance to book hand-drawn diagram, even tho 
directions were duplicated, except P3 would have over
cut previous facets. Brightness analysis is adequate 
for PERIDOT (Suggest higher RI - 1 .76 at least) 
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See EDITOR'S NOTE under FOURTH OF JULY+ 
on page 11 for figure explanations. 

6 BO 

16 

24 72 

" " 

56 
" 

PC 13.040 Fourth of July 

Fig. I .  Plan view ofFourth Of 
July pavilion design as illus
trated in Vargas' Book ill and 
in Data Vue2, with fucet label
ing from the book. 

c' 43.oo· 07-25-39-57-71-89 

Fig. 3. Plan view of Step 2 
(facet c') in the pavilion cut
ting sequence in Vargas's 
Book Ill. 

66 
66 

16 60 

B 64.00" 06-26-38-58-70-90 
Fig. 5. Plan view of Step 4 
(facet B) in the pavilion cut
ting sequence in Vargas's 
Book Ill. 

C C 

C C 

C C 

C 42.00" 12-20-44-52-76-84 

Fig. 2. Plan view of Step I 
(facet C) in the pavilion cut
ting sequence in Vargas's 
Book ill. 

96 
6 66 

C 43.00' 09-23-41-55-73-87 
Fig. 4. Plan view of Step 3 
(fucet c) in the pavilion cutting 
sequence in Vargas's Book III. 

" 

40 
' 
56 

b 64.00· 02-30-34-62-66-94 

Fig. 6. Plan view of Step 5 
(facet b) in the pavilion cutting 
sequence in Vargas's Book Ill. 
Note that facet "b; is an un
anchored facet--none of the 
previously cut facets {C, c', c 
or B) provide an anchoring 
meetpoint for the positioning 
of facet "b". 
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65 

60 

55 

70 

OVAL LONE STAR NO. 5 

By: Charles W. Covill 
Angles for R.I. = 1.540 
96 + 20 girdles= 116 facets 
2-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
80 index 
L/W = 1.423 TIW = 0.794 UIW = 0.715 
p,w = 0.799 C/W = 0.307 
Vol.MP = 0.652 

80 

10 

T 
15 

e 

20 T f+-+---H----i 

25 1,�: 
50 3-0 

T arn+=P� 
C �f"-1-'-H"/-+-\---'I 
J_tR*.=l*!=#=ll 

l 
gt 

PAVILION 

42.00• ()4..12-20-28- cut star 
36-44-52-60-
68-76 

2 49.so• 08-24-,40.56- size star 
72 

g1 90.oo· 02-JB..-42-78 size stone 
3 64.11• 10-30-SQ..70 meet 1,2 & 4 
4 59.18° 06-34-46-74 Meet star tip 
g2 90.oo• Q6-34...46..74 level 
g3 90.oo· 10-30-50-70 Level 
5 71.40" 14-28-54-66 Meet 3 @ g3 
6 74.93" 18-22-58-62 meet 5 @ g5 
g4 90.oo• 14-26-54-66 level 
g5 90.00" 18-22-58-62 level 
7 55.oo· 02-38-42-78 meet 1&2,level 

airdle. 
CROWN 

a 55.00• 02-38-42-78 Cut 
b 58.60• 06-34-46-74 crown 
C 64.20• 10-30-50-70 lo 
d 71.00· 14-26-54-66 go 
e 74.60· 18-22-58-62 
f 45.QO• 02-38-42-78 from 
g 48.60· 06-34-46-74 a 
h 54.20• 10-30-SQ..70 oval 

61.00• 14-26-54-66 at 
j 64.60" 18-22-58-62 !he 
k 30.oo• 02-38-42-76 girdle 

33.60· 06-34-46-74 to a 
m 39.20· 10-30-50-70 circle 
n 46.00• 14--2� at the 
o 49.60· 18-22-58-62 table. 

O.oo• Table 

g5 
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(Continued from page 11) 

in one try. The OVAL LONE ST AR NO. 5 is a meetpoint se
quence I worked out to try to simplify it some what. However 
pavilion steps gl,  3 and 7 need careful study. To make it even 
more difficult the facets are symmetrical in location but not size 
and appearance. The symmetry changes between the star and 
other facets. The original design required a temporary circle to 
be used as a culet and all the pavilion facets were cut to that 
circular line. 

QUIZ FOR nns DESIGN: Are there other difficulties in this 
design that are not readily apparent? § 

SUPERPEAR 64 (05.033) 
(See stone design on page 14) 

Suggested By Fred Van Sant 

Both 05.033 and 05.034 pavilions are typical meetpoint, and 
must be cut in the same sequence. It is not possible to make a 
level girdle directly after cutting the mains unless you have 
some special data that is not given on the diagram sheets, or by 
Bob Long, or in Datavue2. 

You first cut all facets that meet at the culet. Then you cut two 
90° girdle facets that make the sharp point; these set the size of 
the stone (alternately you may cut the two at the opposite end of 
the stone). 

This second step is guesswork--ifyou cut these two too far from 
the stone's center, trying to get the largest stone possible, you 
may run short of material when you finally complete the level 
girdle--or if you cut these two too close to the stone's center you 
will not get as large a stone as you should, and will be wasting 
material. This is the downside of this type ofmeetpoint 
sequence--you don't get to the final outline shape until the en
tire pavilion is finished. The safest course is to guess on the 
large side, and if you run short of material go back to step 2 and 
start over from there. In cutting those two at 90° you must also 
see that there is enough material above the girdle,to make the 
crown. This estimation is all part of the art of faceting; it 
comes only with experience. That is why the superpear designs 
are not for beginners. 

The third step for either of these two designs is to make, in a 
chaining sequence, the points that lie between the culet and the 
girdle, and this is done with the break facets and the ones with a 
single point on the girdle. This chaining sequence must start 
from a point on the girdle created by step 2. 

Lastly, you make the remainder of the level girdle with 90° 

facets, starting from the same point you used for starting the 
chaining of the third step facets. This last step makes the final 
shape. § 

(Cantinued on page 14) 
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12 

16 

20 

24 

PC 05.033 SUPER PEAR 64 

Robert H. Long 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .540 
71 + 18  girdles = 89 facets 

1-fold, mirror-image symmetry 

64 index 
UW = 1 .495 T/W = 0.718 U/W = 0.504 

P/W = 0.615 C/W = 0.260 

Vol./W3 = 0.444 
64 

4 60 

w 

56 

40 

52 

46 

44 

GB 

PAVILION 
2 

1 

G1 
4 

6 
10  
12  

5 
7 

8 

9 
1 1  
1 3  

1 4  

1 5  

G2 
G3 

G4 

GS 

G6 
G7 

GB 

43.00° 64-08-16-24-
40-48-56 

41.50° 26-38 

90.00° 25-39 

46.20° 25-39 

54.40° 22-42 
56. 70° 1 6-48 
46.50° 08-56 

53. 70° 23-41 
58.00° 21-43 
61.00° 19-45 
59.70° 17-47 
56. 10° 14-50 
50.60° 10-54 
46.90° 06-58 
45.00° 02-62 
90.00° 23-41 
90.00° 21-43 
90.00° 19-45 

90.00° 17-47 
90.00° 1 4-50 
90.00° 10-54 
90.00° 06-58 
90.00° 02-62 

G1 

CROWN 
1 8  37.00° 64 
13  39.20° 08-56 
9 46. 40° 16-48 

1 7  40.90° 02-62 
15  42.28 ° 06-58 

14  45.00° 1 0-54 

1 2  49.27° 1 4-50 

10  50.80° 17-47 
6 48.00° 20-44 

8 51.59° 1 9-45 
2 42.30° 24-40 

5 50.40° 21-43 
3 47.14° 23-41 

1 4230° 25-39 
16  28.40° 04-60 
T 0.00° Table 

1 1  30.43° 12-52 

7 38. 76° 1 8-46 
4 37.94 ° 22-42 
19  26.44 ° 28-36 
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UIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Design a cutting scheme that avoids 
stab/ishing the final stone shape until qfter the pavilion is com
/etely finished. 

DITOR'S NOTE: The rather intense interest in "pear cutting" 
rob/ems led me to work up what appears to be a reasonable cut 
ing sequence on GemCad. If I haven't overlooked something in 
he sequence illustrated in Figs. 1 through 1 7  on page 15, 16 and 
7, the Superpear 64 stone shape can be produced by inserting 
our temporary facets in the sequence of cutting the main pavil
·on facets and girdle facets. Circles in each diagram are anchor 
oints for the NEXT facet to be cut. § 

THE FIRST WA VE 
(See stone design on page I 7) 

Suggested By Jeff Graham 

I was asked for three designs for the USFC Newsletter that I 
would consider to be tough and a challenge to cut. This is per
haps the hardest of the three to cut. I also think it is one of the 
most unusual. 

This is a very tough design to cut for several reasons. The 
"wave" girdle is hard to judge until you have cut the design a 
couple of times. It is critical that the pavilion be cut to exactly 
center point. There are several tight meet points that are easy to 
cut through on both the pavilion and the crown. The C4 tier 
has no meets and even though it appears to "meet" C2 it does 
not.., last but not least the meet points on the table are tough 
because of the amount of them. 

The pavilion needs to be cut to center point first, then the girdle 
is cut in (it is uneven, wave shaped). The girdle facets need to 
be even and the same all the way around. If your machine is off 
it will show. The C4 tier has no meet points, it cuts to about 
IO% from the edge of the girdle. If you are off a little it will 
change the rest of the meets. When you cut C6 in you will be 
able to tell if C4 is correct or not. At this point you may need to 
do some touching up. 

The diagrams below illustrate how the C4 tier of facets should 

(Continued on page 1 BJ 

.. 
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See EDITOR'S NOTE under SUPER PEAR 64 on page 14 for explanation of these figures. 

15 
13 

45.oo• 02-62 
50.60° 10-54 

14 
11 

46.90° 

56.10° 
06-58 
1 4-50 

Fig. I .  Cut 15, 14, 13 & I I  in order to TCP. 

4 60 

8 

12 

6 

20 44 
XO 

4 

XO 58.96° 16-48 
Fig. 3. Cut temporary facet XO to TCP. 

4 60 

B 56 

# 

12 52 .y 

/l-6 48 

20 G4 44 G4 

24 40 

28 36 

G4 90.00° 17-47 
Fig. 5. Cut facet G4 to level girdle line. 

4 
64 

60 

8 56 /; 
;'(:/ 1 

12 52 .y / 

# !  16 48 
-© 

20 44 
I \  
' \ 

8 8 \ 

24 40 \ 

28 36 \ 
8 61.00° 19-45 

Fig. 7. Cut facet 8 to level girdle line meet with facet X 1 
1 5  

4 

B 

12 

6 

64 

GB 
60 

52 

48 

G8 90.00° 02-62 G7 90.00° 06-58 
G6 90.00° 10-54 GS 90.00° 14-50 
Fig. 2. Cut G8, G7, G6 & GS in order to level girdle line. 

4 60 

8 

12 52 

6 48 

20 44 

9 59.70° 17-47 
Fig. 4. Cut facet 9 to level girdle line meet with facet XO. 

64 
4 60 

B 56 

� 

12 52 

16 48 

20 44 

x1 x1 
24 40 

28 36 

XI 61.40° 19-45 
Fig. 6. Cut temporary facet X I  to TCP. 

64 
4 60 

8 56 

12 52 

6 48 

20 44 
G3 G3 

24 40 

28 36 

G3 90.00° 19-45 
Fig. 8. Cut facet G3 to level girdle line. 
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4 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

64 
60 

56 

52 

48 

44 

40 

X2 60.97° 21-43 
Fig. 9. Cut temporary fucet X2 to TCP. 

4 
64 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

60 

56 

52 

48 

44 

40 

G3 90.00° 21-43 
Fig. 11. Cut fucet G3 to level girdle line. 

4 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

64 
60 

56 

52 

48 

44 

40 

5 53.70° 23-41 
Fig. 13. Cut fucet 5 to level girdle line meet with fucet X3. 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

4 
60 

56 

52 

... 
44 

40 

X4 51. 76° 24-40 
Fig. 15. Cut temporary fucet X4 to TCP. 
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16 

4 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

64 
60 

56 

52 

48 

44 

40 

7 58.00° 21-43 
Fig. IO. Cut facet 7 to level girdle line meet with fucet X2. 

4 
64 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

60 

56 

52 

48 

44 

40 

X3 56. 72° 22-42 
Fig. 12. Cut temporary facet X3 to TCP. 

8 

12 

16 

20 

24 

4 

56 

52 

48 

44 

40 

28 36 

G2 90.00° 23-41 
Fig. 14. Cut facet G2 to level girdle line. 

8 

12 

6 

20 

24 

4 
64 

60 

56 

52 

48 

44 

40 

28 36 
32 

GI 90.00° 25-39 

G2 

G1 

Fig. 16. Cut fucet GI to level girdle line meet with fucet X4. 
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4 60 

8 56 

12 52 

16 48 

20 44 

24 40 

28 
32 

4 46.20° 25-39 
Fig. 17. Cut facet 4 to level girdle line. 

.. 
"' "' r " " 

"' 10 

t<-T____.. The First Wave (WAVEl . JRG) 

I 
l 

By Jeff R .  Graham 

Copyright 1998 
90 . 1% Light Return 
Angles for R . I .  = 1 . 7 3 
7 9  facets + 2 1  facets on girdle 100 

3-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
96 index 

L/W - 1 . 01 1  T/W - 0 . 595 T/L 0 . 589  
H/W - 0 . 572 
Vol . /W"3 = 0 . 187  

w 

PAVILION 
Pl 4 3 . 00 96-32-64 Cut to center point.  
P2 4 3 . 18 06-26-38-58-70-90 Cut to center poin t .  
P3 4 2 . 80 09-23-4 1-55-73-87 Cut to center point . 
P4 4 1 .  90 12-20-4 4-52-76-84 Cut to center point . 
PS (G )  90 . 00 96-32-64 Cut to meet P l .  
P6 ( G )  90 .00  03-29-35-61-67-93 Cut to meet P2 . 
P7 1 G )  9 0 . 0 0  06-26-38-58-70-90 Cut to meet P3 . 
08 (G )  9 0 . 0 0  09-23-4 1-55-73-87 Cut to meet P4 . 
P9 4 1 .  00  07-25-39-57-71-89 Cut to meet girdle . 
PlO 38 . 99 16-4 8-80  Cut to meet girdle. 
P11 3 8 . 00 09-23-41-55-73-87 Cut to meet P3 , P4 , Pl0 . 
P12 3 8 . 8 4  96-32-64 

CROWN 
Cl 4 2 . 00 96-32-64 Cut to meet girdle. 
C2 3 6 . 00 03-29-35-61-67-93 Cut to meet girdle . 
C3 32 . 00 05-27-37-59-69-91 Cut to meet girdle . 
C4 32 . 00 03-29-35-61-67-93 Cut in NO MEETS . 
cs 3 4 . 07 96-32-64 Cut to meet level with C4 . 
C6 3 3 . 28 02-30-34-62-66-94 Cut to meet girdle . 
C7 32 . 0 3  Ol-31-33-63-65-95 Cut to meet C5, C 6 .  
CB 27 . 53 96-32-64 Cut to meet cs .  
T 0 . 00 Table Cut to meet C3 , C4 , C6 , C7 , C B .  

1 7  

March, 20011 
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look when cut in. 

:>UIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Develop a cutting scheme to cut the 
C4 facets to correct depth. § 

MINI BARION CHEVRON CROWN: 
(See stone design on this page ) 

Suggested By the Editor 

The Mini Barion Chevron Crown is one of the designs required 
for the 2002 International Faceting Challenge sponsored by the 
Australian Faceters Guild Casual inspection does not suggest 
that the design is particularly difficult. However, close inspec
tion. and some un-sequencing with GemCad, reveals that the cut
ting instructions for the pavilion do not provide a basis for estab
lishing the stone's shape. Regardless of which pavilion facets are 
cut first, there are no points established which can serve as meet
points for cutting the girdle facets, and thus for establishing the 
stone shape (see figures at the end of this text which illustrate the 
results of each pavilion facet when cut first). Likewise, there is 
no sequence for cutting the five pavilion facets which will estab
lish the shape. In order to avoid guessing at the dimension of the 
corner girdle facets, something must be added to the cutting se
quence. 

UlZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Develop a cutting scheme to create 
he stone shape. § 

Fig. 1. Facet "a" as 
the initial cut 

� / 

� // 
/T' . .  ' 

I ', / ' 

Fig. 3. Facet "c" as 
the initial cut. 

I • 

Fig. 5. Facet "e" as 
the initial cut. 

b 

Fig. 2. Facet "b" as 
the initial cut. 

••··· .•... 
• 

i 

/ I 

-j 

' I . 
.L 

Fig. 4. Facet "d" as 
the initial cut. 

18 

66 

72 

78 

07.088 Mini Barion Chevron Crown 

Wolkonsky, Alexandre; Facets, Jun 92, p7 
BLUE TOPAZ , 6-12mm. 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .620 
57 + 8 girdles = 65 facets 
4-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
96 index 
L/W = 1 .000 T/W = 0.598 U/W = 0.598 
P/W = 0.519 C/W = 0.124 
Vol./W3 = 0.287 

54 42 

6 90 
96 

t+- - -- L ---->! 

PAVILION 

30 

24 

18 

g2 90.00• 12-36-60-84 
g1 00.00· 96-24-48-72 

g1 

a 40.00° 07-17-31-41- Cut lo PCP 
55-65-79-89 

b 59.12° 96-24-48-72 Meet P1-g1 -g2 (from 
preform PF07088) 

c 51 .52° 01-23-25-47- Meet P1-P2-g1-g2 
49-71-73-95 

d 42.99° 04-20-28-44- Meet P1-P2-P3-g1-g2 
52-68-76-92 

e 41 .99° 12-36-60-84 Meet 
P1-P2-P3-P4-g1-g2 

CROWN 
1 39.00' 96-24-48-72 Match pavilion I fix 

girdle 
2 28.70' 01-23-25-47- Meet C1-g1-g2 

49-71-73-95 
3 21.50° 05-19-29-43- Meet C1-C2-g1 -g2 

53-67-77-91 
4 21 .78° 12-36-60-84 Meet C1-C2-C3-g1-g2 
T 0.00' Table Any for Table 
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PAPER WEIGHT II 
(See stone design on page 20) 

Suggested By Ernie Hawes 

Paper Weight II, (New Mexico Facetor 9-10/00) has so many 
facets that it becomes a big task to get all of them to meet prop
erly. Also, a lot of facets are cut at a low angle, which I find to 
be difficult § 

QUIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Are there any other cutting prob
lems with the design? 

SPLIT BARION CUSHION (08.045) 
(A K A "The Old Uncuttable") 
(See stone design on this page) 

Suggested by Robert H. Long 

About once a week I would get a call or letter from someone 
with a problem cutting 8.034 SUPER CUSHION RECT AN
GLE. This design is typical of those where a CAM preform is 
required, then after completing the outline you have to start out 
by guessing the proper depth of the next facet to establish the 
final girdle location. Another design like this is 8.045 which I 
called "Old Uncuttable." The common feature of these designs 
is that no facet goes from the culet to the girdle. I can only cut 
them by an iterative approach-keep cutting deeper and deeper 
until it finally goes together. We give the proportions, but no 
one, including myself, takes the time to do the necessary mea
surements. And we are always trying to get more finished stone 
out of the rough than its dimensions allow. 

QUIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: What are the "measurements" that 
Bob refers to and wlzy don't cutters measure them? 

EDITOR'S NOTE: See the article "Unsequencing the Old Un
cuttable" on page 26 for an example of using GemCad to solve 
the Old Uncuttable's cuttinr> difficulty. § 

NULLI SECUNDUS 
(See stone design on page 21)  

Design By Bill Stanoyev 

First Computed by Bob Long 

Suggested And Recomputed By Fred Van Sant 

The accompaning data is as I computed it. Other data may be a 
little different. The crown is a 3-tier step cut and has no prob
lems. This pavilion is semi-determinate; that is, it is not com
pletely determined by the data and pattern given. The shape 

(Continued on page 21) 

19  

PC 08.045 SPLIT BARION CUSHION 

Long and Steele. 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .540 

1 13 + 20 girdles = 133 facets 

2-fold, mirror-image symmetry 

96 index 

L/W = 1 .400 T/W = 0.900 U/W = 0.500 

P/W = 0.671 C/W = 0.246 

Vol./W3 = 0.591 

6 
96 90 

54 

T 
C 

PAVILION 

1 40.00° 1 8-30-66-78 

12 43.00° 06-42-54-90 

5 57.53° 24-72 

4 58.oo· 22-26-70-74 

3 ss.oo• 1 8-30-66-78 

6 61 .so· 04-44-52-92 

7 63.78° 01-47-49-95 

8 63.32° 96-48 
39.64° 21-27-69-75 

9 41 .85° 16-32-64-80 

2 43.oo· 14-34-62-82 

1 44.so· 10-38-58-86 

10 44.so• 08-40-56-88 
45.21" 03-45-51-93 

G6 90.00" 96-48 

GS 90.00" 01-47-49-95 

G4 90.oo· 04-44-52-92 

G3 00.00· 18-30-66-78 

G2 90.00" 22-26-70-74 

G1 90.00" 24-72 

CROWN 

1 57 .oo· 96-48 
e 57.00° 01-47-49-95 

a 57.56" 04-44-52-92 

b 52.85° 18-30-66-78 

d 57 .oo• 24-12 

C 57.00° 22-26-70-74 

g 46.50° 07-41-55-89 

m 42.00" 96-48 

j 42.00° 01-47-49-95 

h 45.87° 16-32-64-80 

n 42.00" 24-72 

i 42.00° 22-26-70-74 

k 42.98° 10-38-58-86 

P 21 .oo· 96-48 

o 27.00° 01-47-49-95 

43.23" 14-34-62-82 

r 27.00' 24-72 

q 27.00° 22-26-70-74 

T 0.00° Table 
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78 

n 

66 

' 
l 

96 
90 

54 

CROWN 

42 

I 
l 

Paper Weight I I  
By Ernie Hawes 

Angles for R.l. "' ANY 
226 facets + 32 facets on girdle = 258 
16-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
96 index 
L/W "' 1 .000 T/W "' 0.064 T/L = 0.064 
H/W = 0.546 
Vol./W"3 = 0.302 

PAVILION 

g 90.00 02-04-08-10-14-16-20-22-26-28-32-
34-38-40-44-46-50-52-56-58-62-64-
68-70-74-76-80-82-86-88-92-94 

75.00 96-06-12- 1 8-24-30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

2 60.00 03-09- 1 5-21-27-33-39-45-
5 1 -57-63-69-75-81 -87-93 a 75.00 96-06-12- 1 8-24-30-36-42-

48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 
b 60.00 03-09-1 5-2 1-27-33-39-45-

51-57-63-69-75-8 1-87-93 
C 45.00 96-06-!2-1 8-24-30-36-42-

48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 
d 40.00 03-09-1 5-21 -27-33-39-45-

5 1-57-63-69-75-81-87-93 
e 30.00 96-06- 12-18-24-30-36-42-

48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 
f 25.00 03-09-15-21-27-33-39-45-

5 l-57-63-69-75-81 -87-93 
h 20.00 96-06- 12- l  8-24-30-36-42-

48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 
1 5.00 03-09-1 5-21-27-33-39-45-

5 1-57-63-69-75-8 1-87-93 
J l 0.00 96-06-12-l 8-24-30-36-42-

48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 
t 00.00 Table keep fairly small or omit 

20 

3 45.00 96-06-1 2- 1 8-24-30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

4 35.00 03-09-1 5-21 -27-33-39-45-
5 I -57-63-69-75-8 l -87-93 

5 25.00 03-09-1 5-21-27-33-39-45-
5 1-57-63-v�-75-81-87-93 

6 00.00 Base Recommend rough 
cutting first before <lopping 
to cut the crown. 

Note: This is one of the very few designs that I 
recommend cutting the crown first. The girdle is 
included in the crown for this reason. Use special 
care cutting the 32 girdle facets. The rest will go 
much easier. 
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can be accurately made, but there are two groups of facets which 
do not have a fixed relation to each other. Facet sets 1 -2-3-4-5-6-
·-8-23-24-25 are one group - these are the girdle facets and the 

ones touching the girdle. The second group is all the others, and 
in relation to group I is floating; that is, it may to some extent be 
closer or further from the girdle plane. 

Pavilion: 
1 .  1 at 50.00' 

2. 2 at 49.8 1 '  

3 .  2 at 73.70' 

4. 2 at 6 1 .4 1 '  

5 .  2 at 41 .00' 
6. 2 at 41 .00' 
7. 2 at 41 .25' 

8. 2 at 42.40' 
9. 2 at 40.80° 

1 0. 2 at 41 .00° 

1 1 . 2 at 40.81 ' 

1 2. 1 at 40.00' 

A 

Fig. 1 

48 

96. 
1 2,84. 

28,68. 
42,54. 
4,92. 
8,88. 
1 6,80. 

22,74. 
1 0,86. 

L 

96 Gear 
For Rl=l .7+ 

Dir. = CW 

L/W = 1 .0 

P/W = .4566 

1 3. 2 at 40.00' 

1 4. 2 at 40.00' 
1 5. 2 at 40.00' 
1 6. 2 at 42.37' 

1 7. 2 at 40.80' 
1 8. 2 at 40.70' 
1 9. 2 at 40.90' 

20. 2 at 40.80' 

2 1 .  2 at 40.70' 

22. 2 at 40.90' 
1 4,82. 
2,94. 

96. 

23. 2 at 53.7 1 '  

24. 2 at 53. 1 2' 

25. 2 at 52.2 1 '  

1 2,84. 
28,68. 

42,54. 

24,72. 

30,66. 
35,6 1 .  
38,58. 
40,56. 

44,52. 
46,50. 

35,6 1 .  
38,58. 

46,50. 

Preform: At 90 degrees, since 
UW= I , you first cut a square, 

A then cut the upper corners and 
sides as if cutting an octagon. 
Then from corners A cut two 
hinge facets at indices 28 and 
68. Then cut two more at in
dices 42 and 54 so they just 
meet at the bottom. See Fig. I .  

The problem is: After facet sets I thru 8 have been cut, how do 
you know where to start group 2 ? 

The answer to the problem is that given the information here 
there is no single sure starting point. When I computed this 
years ago for some friends I gave the length of the line between 
facets 5 & 6 over W. But such a measure has not been given in 
any published version. 

One method is to cut facets 9 & JO so that together with facets 6 
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6 

NULLI SECUNDUS 

Angles for R.l. = 1 .540 
70 + 7 girdles = 77 facets 
1-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
96 index 
L/W = 1 .038 T/W = 0.621 U/W = 0.553 
P/W = 0.458 C/W = 0.133 
Vol./W3 = 0.219 

1� �" .. 

18 ,/ �0/�� 78 

24 

30 

42 
48 

C f--U ----f 

!���� 
T 
p 

1 

PAVILION 

n 

66 

1 40.00' 96-12-28-42-
54-68-84 

3 40.72' 02-10-86-94 
2 41.00' 04-08-88-92 
6 50.00' 96-12-84 

90.00' 96-12-84 
4 40.91' 14-82 
5 41.25' 16-80 
7 42.36' 22-74 

90.00' 28-68 
8 73. 71' 28-68 
9 42.37' 24-72 
13  40.82' 30-40-56-66 
11  40. 73' 35-61 
12 40.89' 38-58 
19 54.30' 35-61 

90.00' 42-54 
1 5  61.44' 42-54 
16 40. 72' 44-52 
17 40.90' 48-50 
18 44.94' 46-50 
14 52. 26' 38-58 

CROWN 

C 45.00' 42-54 
b 45.00' 28-68 
a 45.00' 98-12-84 
f 30.00' 42-54 
e 30. 00' 28-68 
d 30.00' 98-12-84 

15.00' 42-54 
h 15.00' 28-68 

g 15.00' 96-12-84 
T 0.00' Table 

T 
I 

L 

I ' 
' 

.L 
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(Continued from page 2 I) 

& 7 an arc is formed with facet 2 having approximately even
length segments. Then facets 12  & 13 can be cut to the point 
made by facets 5,6 and 9. 

Another method might be to measure the pavilion height and cut 
the culets to that measure. 

A third, for those who have computers and a design program, is 
to compute a line-length as I mentioned above, but of course do
ing so you would still be guessing at the connection between the 
two groups of facets, and would come up with a different set of 
angles. 

I think most cutters would find the first method to be the easiest 
and most direct. Even so, you are still guessing, and therefore 
should not expect the given angles to work out perfectly. Also, 
you should start with the top section where you have the most 
symmetry, and work around the stone on both sides to the bot
tom. 

You should also note that there are six pairs of step facets ••• 1 8-
23, 19-24, 22-2 5, and their opposites on the left side. You 
would be wise to cut 23, 24, & 25 at a higher angle to start, and 
recut them lower to fit after all the others are done. 

�UIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Which of Fred � three cutting op
ions is the easiest to follow and/or the most efficient? § 

SUN VALLEY II 

(See stone design on this page) 

Suggested by Carl M. Unruh 

I developed this gem design for the lntermountain Faceters 
Guild, when we sponsored the Northwest Faceters Conference in 
Sun Valley, Idaho several years ago. This was the masters de
sign. I had three objectives in mind with this design: 1)  Produce 
a brilliant gem design the competitors could be proud of, 2) Have 
a design worthy of a master faceter, and 3) Give the GemCad 
faceters a challenge to add it to the Data Vue files. Some of the 
faceters succeeded in faceting it. Some cheated and used the 
wrong angles. To mv knowledge, none of the "GemCaders" were 
able to come up w'!h the correct design. They all came up with 
very wrong angles. They got the shape right, but had to change 
the pavilion angles to the point that the gem lost its brilliance. If 
you do it right, you will have an unusual and interesting gem to 
be proud of. § 

QUIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: OK GemCaders1 Carl has thrown 
tiown the gauntlet-can you do a respectable job of computing 
his design in GemCad Although Carl states that previous Gem

Cad efforts got the '�hape right, " if you compare Carl's diagram 
with the one in DVue2 (05.085) you will note some significant 
tiifferences in the stone shape and major differences in many of 
•he facets. Carl had no involvement in the DVue2 effort! ! § 

(Continued on page 23) 
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SUN VALLEY IT 

Ang les for Quartz 

Index - 96 
Oop at 1 / 3  of gem l ength as 
i ndi cated by 11+ 11 • 

March, 20011 

Length to wi dth ratio 1 . 6-1 .  

GIRDLE 
Angl e 
goo 

CROWN 
Angle 
C-1 38° 

C-2 34° 

C-3 41 ° 

C-4 28° 

oo 

PAVILION 
Angle 

P-1 46 ° 

P-2 63° 

P-3 65° 

P-4 42° 

P-5 42° 

P-6 46° 

P-7 44° 

P-8 63° 

P-9 61 ° 

P-1 0 47° 

Index 
96-06-90-12-84-24-72 , 
27-69 , 30-66 , 36-60 
42-54-48 

Index 
96-06-90-12-84 
24-72 ,  27-69,  30-66 , 
36-60-42-54-48 

03-g3-09-87-1 5-Bl 

02-94-04-92-08-88 
10-86-1 3-83 

26 -70 

Tabl e  

Index 

96-06-90-12-84 

24-72 

27-69-30-66 

96-06-90-12-84 

30-66-48 

18-78 

1 5-81 

28-68-45-51 -39-57 

48-42-54-36-60 

03-93-09-87 

Adjust angles and indexing 
to get perfect meets . 

Designed by 
Carl M .  Unruh 
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(Continued from page 22) 

SIX FANS 
(See stone design on this page) 

Suggested by Ralph Mathewson 

One of the hardest things for some cutters to work with on this 
pattern would be to get the "A" girdle segments cut to the right 
length. If they are carefully measured, it's not hard at all. 

There are two other ways a somewhat similar pattern would work 
with the funs: ( I )  The L/W would be between 1.2 and 1 .4 and 
using a single culet a brilliant cut could be made. Cut all mains 
at 43°. Cut 12 or 16 mains to a single culet starting at the ends of 
the stone from the girdle. The rest of the mains that are not on 
the ends of the stone would have barion cuts from the girdle up to 
them; and (2) The 96-48 indices could be taken out. Put the two 
ends together. Put two more funs on the crown and make a bril
liant round. 

�UIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Ralph describes a measuring tech
oique for selling the widths of the ''A" facets. Is there an altema 
ive way to set these widths? § 

SIX FANS 

Designed by Ralph Mathewson 25 February 2001. 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .540 

121 + 1 8  girdles = 139 facets 

2-fold, mirror-image symmetry 

96 index 
L/W = 1 .455 T/W = 0.914 U/W = 0.510 

P/W = 0.521 C/W = 0.197 
Vol./W3 = 0.488 

60 

... 
CROWN 

,1e.30· B6-4a 
46.30" 03-45-51-93 
46.30" 09-39-S7-B7 
48.30" 15-33-63-01 
46.30" 21-27,.eg..75 

2 40.00" 11-37-59-85 
2 40.00° 13-35-81-83 
2 40.00" 23-25-71-73 
3 41.40" 1Q..38...SS..B6 
3 41.40" 14-34-82-82 
3 41 .40" 22-26-70-74 
6 40.00" 03,,,45.51-93 
7 36.50" 06-42-54-90 
8 40,00" 9MB 
9 27.00" 07-41-55-89 
10 27.00" 96-48 
T o.oo• Table 
5 2720" 1S.3Q..66.78 
4 35.58" 18-30-88-78 

36 

12 

JO 

24 

1B 

C 

1 �/1/,,Y---!--

T 
p 

1, 
,I<--- -

' 
' 

EDITOR'S NOTE: A sugested pre
'orm can be accessed at the USFG's 
Website (click on FACETING HELP, 
hen DESIGN SOLUTIONS, then SIX 
fi'ANS. Also available is a diagram oj 
the temporary "b" facets which do not 
show on this page. § 
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PAVILION 
A BO.DO" 21-27-69-75 
A 90.00" 15-33-63-81 
A 90.00" ou.3S-57-87 
A 90.00" 03-45-51-93 

90.00" 9648 
a 43.00" 03-45-51-93 

43.00· OS-39-57-87 CUl:tothaa.mnl: 
girdle line. 

C 43.00" 15-33,.83-81 
C 43.00" 21-27-69-75 
d 43.00" 96-49 Cut to moetpaint with 

a'sende's. 

a 45.oo· Q3....4S.61.93 Cutttmugh cU!TOnl 
gin:lle lino end 

e 45.00" Os-3�57-87 lellYII enough af a and c 
fcrdemd 

a 45.()()" 16-33-83-81 fllcat size, 
o <45.()()" 21-'27�75 

53.00" CJ3.45.61-93 cuttontlbishfirnll 
�inooo 

53.00" QS.3S.57-87 mdlondordorlllmd 
cul tnil facets 

53.oo· 15-33-83-81 e arn1 r.,. the right ""· 
53.00" 21-27-6&-75 

g 45.oo· 9648 cuttomoutpalntwilh 
In soda'$. 

h 51.SO- 96,.48 CUI: ID mH1pOint with 
e's sod girdle. 

CHUBYKIN PEAR; 
Part Brilliant Cot, Part L&S Pear 

(See stone diagram on page 25) 

Suggested By Paul A Head 

I'm sending my Chubykin design, a pear following the design 
criteria of Long and Steele that is quite simple to cut. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following comments by Paul were in re
,ponse to my questions concerning several of the G 1 facets. I 
erroneously referred to them as 'Jloating facets. " The facets in 
·uestion are ECED facets which are cut at the same mast height 
�nd thus by definition are not 'Jloating. " The exchange was edu
cational to me and it might be to other readers. The "chuby02" 
'iagram that Paul refers to is illustrated in the figure at the bot

(om of this page. 

Your chuby02.gem is correct The G 1 facets float only to the de
gree their analogous SRB girdle facets float. When cutting an 
SRB the break facets are generally cut to a center point first then 
the girdle facets are cut In the case of chubykin, the mains are 
cut first although there is no good reason to do so other than for 
the minute amount of material conserved. The Pl,  GI ,  P2, P3 
cutting order could be changed to P2, G 1 ,  Pl ,  P3 to clarify things 
if that would help. For that matter the cutting order could also 
GI, P2, Pl ,  P3. Of course if you go the preform route, there are 
many more sequencing options. 

54 42 

• 
•• 

P1 

n 

78 

... 
90 • 

I // 

rr 
G1 GI G1 

I I 

• 

12 

(Continued on page 24) 

30 G1 

24 

G1 
18 

G1 

P1 30.31° DS-12..U CUlloC*'>Wpolnl, 

01 II0.00" Q3.0G.1&-21• CutlH-1llECEOta 
75,,81.&7.e:3 ..tglrdle.ii..i. 
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Another possible point of confusion may be that the center of the 
chubykin semi-SRB coincides with the dop axis. This is not the 
case with the Long and Steele super pears. 

:;>UIZ FOR THIS DESIGN: Are there other approaches to se
quencing this design that would eliminate the need to cut the GI 
1?icets with ECED and constant mast height? One approach sug 
·ested by Paul is  to begin with a preform. A suggested preform 
ran be accessed at the USFG's Website (Click on FACETING 
HELP, then DESIGN SOLUTIONS, then CHUBYKIN PEAR 
IPREFORM). § 

CUTTING THE SUPER PEAR 96 

By Art Kavan 
(From a Post to the AFMS Digest on 9 December 2000) 

I don't know how many will be interested in this but I'll take a 
shot at it. Learning to cut this stone is an education in itself 
and it would take a book and many days of practice to get it 
right. I have cut this stone over thirty times and still learn 
something new each time. I will show you how it comes out of 
data view 2 and put it in sequence and try to give you some tips 
on a few of the critical areas. I have these numbers set up for 
RI of 1.76 corundum. I also turn the stone 180 degrees to ori
entate it properly. 

PAVILION 

I 42.00 96-12-24-36-60-72-84 Cut to center point (mains) 
2 40.0 I 40-56 Cut to the same center point 

This completes the mains. Go to step 3 at the bottom of the 
pavilion and follow in numerical order. I left everything just as 
it came out of the computer and put the steps I · 2 1  in. 

8 43.80 38-58 Break facets. 
21 90.00 38-58 

There is a big lesson to learn on this final cut, if your machine 
!is out of whack it will come out like a step. if you are going to 
have to correct this, use your cheater on everything above the 
girdle. Keep the cheater at zero for the girdle. Depending on 
how big the step is will dictate how much to move your cheater 
and recut the whole stone, just remember to set your cheater on 
zero whenever you cut a girdle facet. 

7 45.50 36-60 
9 50.57 34-62 Break facets. 
IO 56.28 30-66 Break facets 
11 55.87 26--70 Break facets 
6 52.33 24-72 
12 52.74 21-75 Break facets 
13 48.61 15-81 Break facets 
5 44. 70 12-84 
14 45.70 09-87 Break facets 
4 44.24 03-93 

After cutting P4 I mark the whole top of the pavilion with black 
marker, when you come back for prepolish you won't have to as 

24 

you will be able to see the facets better. 

20 90.00 34.62 
19 90.00 30.66 
18 90.00 26· 70 
1 7  90.00 2 1 -75 
16 90.00 15-81 
15 90.00 09-87 

Cut the rest of the girdle facets G 15 through 021. 

3 90.00 03-93 

This P3 is your most important as it will set the size of your 
stone. I cut mostly I OX7 mm pears so if you want a 10 mm 
length after prepolish this should measure around 4.6 or 4.7 
mm from center point to the girdle point between 03 & 93. 
There are 21 steps in the pavilion so getting this one measure
ment right pays off big time. 

To keep things in perspective, take a pencil and mark each facet 
on the diagram such as P l ,  P2 and so on where you have fig. 
ured out how it goes, like I marked the breaks for you, just put 
them in per index. 

Now the crown is also out of sequence but is quite a bit easier as 
things cut more like you expect. For one thing you cut all the 
breaks (girdle facets) first so you get to see how your transfer 
came out and make adjustment by just cutting the breaks, re
member to leave enough material to take two or three shots at it 
before you get it right. This is where knowing your cheater 
pays off, once you get it worked out that when CS is cut 38-58 
and it meets level, leave your cheater set there for the rest of the 
stone, except table! 

13 29.40 48 Main 
12 37.80 32-64 Main 
11 38.00 24-72 Main 
IO 38.00 12-84 Main 
9 38.00 96 Main 
I 42.94 03-93 Break 
2 42.94 09-87 Break 
3 42.94 15-81 Break 
4 42.85 21-75 Break 
5 4� u4 26-70 Break 
6 42.94 30-66 Break 
7 4 3 .34 34-62 Break 
8 44.38 38-58 Break 
15 25.13 06-90 Star 
18 0.00 Table 
14 25.13 18-78 Star 
16  23.58 28-68 Star 
17 22.40 36.60 Star 

CROWN 

Now another tip is to prepolish up to your table and then when 
you prepolish your table over cut just a little and then polish it. 
Now start back with your breaks and polish from them up. 
When you get to your stars you can use your cheater and eleva
tion to make perfect meets. § 
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CHUBYKIN PEAR; Part brilliant cut, part L&S lazy pear. 

Angles for light colored CORUNDUM. 
Design by Paul A. Head, FEB. 1999. 
Fairly bright for pear shapes, also lots of dispersion color flash. 

T Angles for R.I. = 1 .760 C 
..L 59 + 16 girdles = 75 facets 
T 1-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
p 96 index 
l UW = 1 .305 T/W = 0.820 U/W = 0.539 

P/W = 0.407 C/W = 0.215 
Vol./W3 = 0.296 

PAVILION CROWN 
P1 39.31° 96-12-84 Cut to Center Point C1 49.89° 03-09-15-21- Set 2%W girdle thickness. 
G1 90.00° 03-09-15-21- Cut 8 facets ECED to set 75-81-87-93 

75-81-87-93 girdle at head. C2 49.19° 26-70 Meet G1-G2-C1 at girdle. 
P2 40.45° 03-09-15-21- Cut 8 facets Meet C3 48.61 ° 31-65 Meet G2-G3-C2 at the 

75-81-87-93 G1-G1-P1. girdle. 
P3 39.18° 25-71 Meet P1-P2-P2. SEE C4 59.20° 35-61 Meet G3-G4-C3 at the 

FOOTNOTE! girdle. 
G2 00.00° 2e-10 Meet G1-P2-P3 on the C5 62.89° 39-57 Meet G4-G5-C4 at the 

girdle. girdle. 
P4 39. 78° 26-70 Meet at the same point on C6 43.86° 48 Meet G5-G5-C5-C5 at the 

the girdle. girdle. 
PS 39.62° 31-65 Meet P3-P3-P4-P4 on the C7 45.25° 32-64 Meet G3-G4-C3-C4 at the 

keel. girdle. 
P6 39.00° 32-64 Meet at the same point. C6 43.00° 96-12-24-72- Meet G1-G1-C1-C1 at the 
G3 eo.oo· 31-65 Meet G2-P4-P5 at the 84 

girdle. C9 30. 40° 06-16-76-90 
G4 00.00° 35-61 Meet G3-P5-P6 at the 

girdle. C10 29.25" 28-68 
P7 39.1 7° 33-63 Meet at the same point. 
P8 42.02° 35-61 Meet at the same point. C11 27.1 8° 36-60 
pg 42.1 3° 39-57 Meet P7-P7-PB-PB on the 

keel. c12 34.30° 48 
GS 00.00° 39-57 Meet G4-P6-P9 on the 0.00° Table 

girdle. 

NOTE: P3 very slightly over cuts the Center Point If desired, 
cut P3 to meet the CP, then lower the P2 facet angles at index 21 
and 75 by about 0.1 degrees at the final polishing stage. 
C:ISTONEGRAPHICS\GemCad\CLrrS(Gem)\Chubykin.gem 
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girdle. 
Meet C1-C1-C10-C10 for 
star break point 
Meet C2-C3-C..,. ,or star 
break point 
Meet C4-C5-C6-C7 for star 
break point 
Meet at the same point 
Meet C6-C9-C9 
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FVS-238 (A PEAR) 

By Phil Delano 

When I saw the rough on Rob's list, I knew immediately what I 
wanted to do. It took 4 weeks of intermittent work. FVS-238 is 
set up to cut each angle in pairs, not 6-8 at a time, and a preform 
was also made. I got a real education on trying to cut LARGE 
facets from scratch; I used my I OOmesh disc a lot. Then I had to 
get rid of all that damage with my 260 and then to 3000 and 
spectra lap polish. On the crown, I cut and polished EACH facet 
before going on to the next, then came back to adjust several. I 
have always tried to finally adjust facets in the polish stage; it 
was impossible here, so I had to use my pencil and a still 3000 
lap so that I didn't overcut a facet. 

The actual time was around 120 hours, but I think I could cut 
that in half on a repeat. I really learned a lot I also got a tip to 
mount the spectra lap on top of the 3000, and cut it to 7" dia so 
that the touch ups on the 3000 could be done more easily. I have 
yet to learn an EASY flat facet polish method. § 

"UN-SEQUENCING'' 

THE 

OLD UNCUTTABLE 
(A.K.A. Split Barion Cushion, DVue2 08.045) 

(See diagrams on pages 28 and 29) 

By Jack E. Gross 

Perhaps the term "unsequencing" is not particularly appropriate 
for the process discussed in this article, but it seems better than 
de-sequencing, anti-sequencing, reverse-sequencing, etc. (well 
you get the idea). Whatever is the appropriate terminology, the 
basic subject of this article is the possibility of working back
ward through the facet structure of a design to help develop a 
cutting sequence. 

The planning of a cutting sequence has been the subject of re
cent interest and it has been pointed out that on many designs 
the prudent cutter will carefully study a design 's facet structure 
with the intent of identifying a reasonably well-chained cutting 
sequence from the girdle to the culet. But there seems to be a 
paucity of definitive procedures on just how one goes about ana
lyzing a design's facet structure to develop a cutting sequence. 
Perhaps the capability of a cutter to analyze a design's facet 
structure depends to a certain degree on the capability to men
tally visualize how facets appear before they are modified by 
later-cut facets. Otherwise, the cutter probably uses a trial-and
error approach. 

Although useful for nearly all designs, the procedure is particu
larly advantageous for those designs whose facet patterns do not · 
immediately suggest a cutting sequence that provides for the 
establishment of the girdle shape and dimension. Thus far, all 
designs that I have encountered which present facet sequencing 
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problems can be solved with enough "un-sqequencing" experi
menting with GemCad. Un-sequencing is particularly effective 
in designs that do not exhibit facets which reach from the girdle 
line to the culet and thus do not provide an immediately identi
fiable scheme for positioning the girdle. Since this feature 
seems to cause faceters some cutting difficulty, I selected such a 
design as the example for this article. The "Old Uncuttable" 
(OU) (Long and Steele's Split Barion Cushion-DVue2 08.045) 
has received some attention in past issues of the USFG Newslet
ter as a difficult cut (i.e., "Old Uncuttable Revisited" by Robert 
Long, USFG Newsletter, April, 1998; and "Sequencing The 
Pavilion Of the Old Uncuttable" by Fred Van Sant, USFG 
Newsletter, June, 1998), and was suggested by Robert Long as a 
"Challenging Cut" for this issue, I have use it for the example. 
Note that both "OU" articles depend on a preform as the start
ing point. 

My basic approach is to begin deleting facets which have fairly 
obvious meetpoint connecting after they have been deleted. 
This sequential deleting thus establishes a sequence in which 
those facets can be cut with previous cut facets supplying the 
positioning meetpoints. In other words, if a series of facets can 
be disassembled in a sequential order, they can be re-assembled 
in reverse order during actual cutting. In some designs, an un
broken series of facets can be identified which sets a clear 
faceting sequence. But conversely, some designs have breaks in 
the sequence caused by the last meet is a series that does not 
have a previously cut facet to supply a meetpoint, i.e., an un
anchored facet. In some cases, these un-anchored meets are not 
readily in a plan view which displays the entire facet structure 
In GemCad, un-anchored facets becom.e very apparent because 
there will be no point on the plan diagram that can supply a po
sitioning point for one of the three variables required to draw a 
facet. With the power and flexibility of Gem Cad, temporary 
facets can be designed to provide anchoring points for the un
anchored facet. 

Figs. I through 21 illustrate the meet sequencing for cutting the 
OU. Following the sequence from Fig. 21 backward through 
Fig. I illustrates the deletion of successive facets, starting with 
girdle facet G2 in Fig. 21. From Fig. 21 through Fig. 8, the 
deletion of each facet leaves a remaining facet that serves as 
meetpoint positioning for the deleted facet and thus provides a 
meetpoint faceting sequence. (The small circles in the dia
grams indicate the anchoring fuscet point for the NEXT face, to 
be cut). However, it is not the only un-sequencing path that can 
be followed---there are a number of alternative paths but the 
successful ones will (probably) all lead to the facet arrangement 
in Fig. 8 which illustrates the un-anchored facet I 0. There are 
no meetpoints in any of the facets in Fig. 7 which can serve to 
anchor facet I 0. 

This is the kind of situation where Gem Cad can be used to cre
ate an anchoring point for facet I 0. In this case the anchoring 
point is supplied by a temporary facet, labeled facet X in Fig. 
22. The object was to create a facet that supplied a meetpoin. 
where facet IO and facet 6 join (indicated by the square in Fig. 
8). The X, Y, and Z coordinates for that meetpoint can be de-
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termined by pressing "m,11 one of the GemCad construction com
mands. Those coordinates are then supplied to "q," the GemCad 
construction command for locating a meetpoint and one one of 
:he options for supplying three values for the drawing of a facet 
(see Jerry Carroll's article "GEMCAD TIPS" in this issue). After 
the "q" location is supplied, the cursor is then placed on the inter
section of the two facet 6's at the girdle (indicated by the triangle 
in Fig. 8) and construction command "m" is pressed (this sup
plies the second of the required three values to draw a facet). 
The third value to draw the facet is supplied by pressing "I" (the 
construction command for INDEX), and entering a value of 48. 
With the symmetry set on 4, the four X facets are drawn as illus
trated in Fig. 22. The facet plans as illustrated in Figs. 8 
through 13 are then modified with the same X facet and are illus
trated in Figs. 23 through 28. Thus, Figs. 8 through 13 are re
placed by Figs. 22 through 28 in the faceting sequence. When 
facet 7 (illustrated in Fig. 14) is finally cut, it cuts out construc
tion facet X. 

When the on-sequencing is continued from the facet pattern in 
Fig. 8, and facet 12 (Fig. 7) is deleted, the second on-anchored 
facet is encountered. This is facet 11 as illustrated in Fig. 6 as it 
would look in its un-anchored condition when cutting a stone 
before girdle facets have been cut. But in the cutting sequence 
wherein girdle facets have already been cut (see the following 
explanation for facet 3 in Figs. 3 and 4), facet 11 is properly 
placed by cutting it to meet the girdle line as illustrated in Fig. 5. 

Continuing with the un-sequencing, facet 3 is encountered as an
other un-anchored facet. In Fig. 4, the position of facet 3 is illus
trated as it would look in its on-anchored condition when cutting 
the stone before any of the girdle facets have been cut. By delet
ing all pavilion facets except 3 and 6 and experimenting with 
deletion of the girdle facets, it was apparent that if girdle facets 
GI  and GS were cut to create the length-width dimensions of the 
stone (a sort of preform), then facet 3 would intersect the corners 
of the preform and thus be supplied with the required positioning 
meetpoints. This facet pattern is illustrated in Fig. 3. § 

DO YOU HA VE A "CHALLENGING DESIGN" 

If you know of a stone design ( either one that you designed or 
one that someone else designed) that presents some sort of cut
ting difficulty, senr. 11 to the editor for consideration as a design 
in the "Challenging Designs" section of future issues of this 
newsletter. It can't be promised that all designs will be published 
but we will do our best. Suggested Challenging Designs should 
be the more-or-less traditional designs that have a definite pavil
ion, girdle, and crown. So much the better if the design can be 
accompanied by comments on why the design is a challenge to 
cut and/or solutions for overcoming the difficulty If possible, 
designs that can be sent as e-mail attachments in .GEM format 
would be greatly appreciated since such format significantly cuts 
the work required in preparing the diagrams for publication. 
However, hard copies are acceptable and will be given full con
sideration. § 
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USFG WEBPAGE DEVELOPMENTS 

The USFG's WebPage has undergone significant changes in the 
past few weeks. Due to production costs which limit the vol
ume of material that can be included in the Newsletter, the 
Guild's BOD has elected to use the WebPage as an extension of 
Newsletter articles. Thus, the WebPage has been markedly al
tered, both in format and subject-matter content. Although the 
WebPage will continue to carry the same content as before, sev
eral new sections have been added along with the new format. 

The opening WebPage now has the following menu: 

USFG INFO 
EVENTS 
FACETING HELP 

CUTTING TIPS 
AUDIO LECTURES 
DESIGN SOLUTIONS 
CUTTING PLANS 

AUSTRALIAN DESIGNS 
USFG DESIGNS 

DICTIONARY 
RESOURCE LINKS 

MEMBER WEBSITES 
VENDOR EMAIL 
OTHER LINKS 

MESSAGE BOARD 
SEARCH 
CONT ACT INFO 

One of the intended functions of the new format is to create a 
linkage between articles in the Newsletter, articles in the 
"DESIGN SOLUTIONS" and "CUTTING TIPS" sections of the 
WebPage, and the "MESSAGE BOARD" section of the 
Newsletter. When articles in the Newsletter are too lengthy to 
publish, the "overflow" of those articles will be published in the 
WebPage, either in the "DESIGN SOLUTIONS"' section or the 
"CUTTING TIPS" section. 

The USFG BOD has been wrestling with the need to have an 
information communication procedure for bridging the 
"quietness gap" between newsletters. The MESSAGE BOARD 
is our attempt to provide that bridge. The MESSAGE BOARD 
is a device for readers to post questions, answers or other com
ments concerning the design solutions, cutting tips, or other 
features of interest to our readers. The MESSAGE BOARD is 
set up to provide an easily followed "thread" of queries and re
sponses which may involve exchanges as quickly as correspon
dents can exchange or over a period of time during which new 
correspondents may pick up on the thread. However, it is not 
necessarily intended to replace private e-mail communications 
between two parties. If the material is ofinterest at a group 
level, then it is certainly MESSAGE BOARD material. 

The MESSAGE BOARD requires a "password" which at pre
sent is DOPW AX (this is a software requirement and not the 
whim of the USFG or WebMaster). Just type DOPW AX in the 
window and then click on the lock icon. 

The WebPage URL is: 

http://usfg.tripod.com/ 
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TEFLON SOURCE 

Submitted by Jim Stanclift 

I came across a Teflon products source quite by accident, and 
may be a useable source for other members. 

Enco of Fernley, NV is a retailer of equipment, tools and machin
ery, as well as accessories. I have found their service to be good 
and delivery prompt. Here is what I found: 

Model No. 
825-8122 

825-8875 
505-1174 

Description 
Lubra-Gel With Teflon (High Pressure Pene
trating Lubricant) 
Markal Slic-Tite Paste With Teflon 
Loctite I 00% Synthetic Grease Lubricant With 
Teflon 

I have not yet had an opportunity to try any of these, so I cannot 
report on how well, or how poorly, they might work. Enco also 
carries Devcon Epoxy adhesives. I remember reading a piece, 
and I believe it was in the Newsletter but I have not gone back to 
see if! could find the specific article, describing how to construct 
a graduated scale on a severely tapered triangular piece of paper 
and how to use it to measure fucet widths and lengths. Well, 
Enco has such tools. One called a Bore Gauge and another 
called a Taper Gage. The Bore Gauge, made of metal, is gradu
ated in I /64ths of an inch and the Taper Gage (at five times the 
cost of the Bore Gauge) is graduated in fractions of an inch and 
the reverse side graduated in millimeters. They are: 

505-4815 G.A.L. Gage Co. Taper Gage 
990-0027 Bore Gauge 

Here is the necessary contact information: 

Enco, 400 Nevada Pacific Hwy., Fernley, NV 89408 
Ph. 1-800-873-3626, FAX I-800-965-5857 (24/7) 
www.use-enco.com (24/7 on-line ordering). § 

REMINDER: 
PRIVATE STONE ASSESSMENT 

Since our Private Stone Assessment Program is seeing increased 

FLOATING FACET CORRECTION 

This editor's article on "USING 'CHARLIE SIX' FOR A 
CHEATING CHALLENGE" in the December 2000 issue incor
rectly described two of the design's fucets as "floating." Let it be 
known that the supposed floating fucets are firmly anchored
Sorry Jerry. § 

LET'S GET ACQUAINTED 
MICHAEL SKELLY 

In 1987 I stopped at a county fuir booth and "dug" an amethyst 
out of "North Carolina dirt." I had it fuceted (either that or they 
threw it back in the dirt and took a fuceted stone off their shelf). 
Then I began to cab. Did some nice opal. Last summer I bought 
a faceting machine. Last month an appraiser told me that half 
the $625 value of an aquamarine was in my choice of a non
standard cut (Barion cut-comer square) and the quality of the cut. 
Other than that, I have been a student, a teacher, a hack writer, a 
computer support person, and such. Jack of aU trades, mastering 
some. Presently, I write for a periodical and am semi-retired in 
Florida. 

LAUREN HARDY 

I started coUecting rocks when I was old enough to skip them 
across a pond. My parents got me a rock tumbler when I was in 
Jr. High School. When I was going to college I bought a 'Beaver 
Lortone' capping machine with six 6-inch diamond wheels. Tw 
years ago I purchased a used Facetron and started with faceting 
lessons from a very exceUent teacher who had been cutting for 
many years. I went to our local gem and mineral show where I 
met my teacher cutting gem stones. It was a dream come true; 
because I wanted to facet gem stones ever since coUege. Last 
year I went to the Faceters Symposium at Riverside and entered 
in my first novice competition and received a score of94%. 

I have been cutting for two years but have not built a display case 
yet. I attend Santa Cruz Gem and Mineral Club (California) I 
am project manager at a internet service provider with a long 
background in magnetic data storage engineering. I am fairly 
new to gem cutting I think I need a few more years before I think 
of teaching faceting. § 

interest, potential users are reminded that the only charge in- -------------------------
valved in your interaction with the judges is the payment of ship
ping charges BOTH ways, i.e., mailing your stone to the judge 
and the judge mailing your stone back to you. The judges volun
teer their time and are thus not monitarily compensated.§ 

OVAL BRILLIANT DESIGNER 

As stated in Matthew Krebs article "THE OVAL BRILLIANT 
45" in the December 2000 issue, the designer's name had been 
lost somewhere in the design's transmission. The designer has 
been identified as: 

ROBERT STRICKLAND 
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E-MAIL CORRECTIONS 

Charlie Moon's CORRECT e-mail address is: 

cimoon@pacbeU.net 

Don Dunn's CORRECT e-mail address is: 

dunnduck@aol.com 
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FACETER'S FORUM: 
TOPIC FOR THIS ISSUE: BATT LAP 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The fol/owing forum articles were origi
nallv submitted to the AFMS Faceters Digest, or GemKing 
Dai(v Digest. The volume of posts to the AFMS Digest has now 
increased to the point that they constilllte a valuable source of 
aceting information. However, since there is insufficient space 

to reprint posts from both digests in each issue of this newslet
ter, ond in order to maintain appropriate credit, posts from 
on(v one digest will be treated in any one issue of this newslet
ter. Posts in this issue were obtained from the AFMS digest . 

Due to the need to conserve space in order to include every
one's posting, the articles may have been edited to present what 
is intended to be the essential points of each author. There is 
no intent to alter the author's point of view. Each author has 
given written permission to print their articles but such permis
sion does not waive the author's copyright. In some cases, 
parts of an author's post include a ''snip"from a previous au
thor. The snips from these previous authors are, when identi-
1ed, shown in italics. § 

FROM: JONATHAN ROLFE 

Subject: OXIDES, 100,000 DIAMOND, POLISH 

This is far Jon as well as other BATT users. In your experience, 
does any oxide provide a better polish than I OOk diamond on a 
BATT! Which oxide, on what type of stone? 

About a third of the BA TT users use oxides, and some use Linde 
exclusively. I myself have not had great success with the 
quartzes with Linde, but some have the right combination of 
touch, pressure, speed, and dampness. I use CeO on BA TT on 
quartz, unless I have one of those odd pieces that will never pol
ish. Then, diamond always works. 

Any tips on objectively comparing polishes this fine? 

Polish sizes at 0.3 microns are below the diffiaction limit for 
many optical microscopes. Subjective evaluations such as 
"brightness" based on contrast index/scatter coefficient seem to 
be the best people can do. I have used Scanning Electron Mi
croscopy in the past, but my company moved my SEM to another 
division, so I lost that lunchtime capability! 

I'm going from 3000 prepolish to JOOk (which seems about as 
fast as 50k, strangely enough) and I'm happy, though curious. 

One paradox with some diamond compounds and tools is that 
some finer grit applications seem to cut as fast or faster. My old 
industrial diamond dealer tells me that it is a simple consequence 
of there being a higher number of particles per unit area. 

I should mention my only attempt at quartz, a piece of citrine so 
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pretty I almost didn't cut it, would do nothing but orange peel 
on my 3000 prepolish, so I used a cerium oxide Ultralap and 
skipped the BATT. 

Inspect the surface quality before the 3,000. You could have 
been encountering subsurface damage from the grinding opera
tion. Go from 600 or 1200 to the 3,000, or, with a good 1200 
grind, go right to the BA TT from there, and skip the 3,000. 
Many do, and a few go from 320 to the polish, but I bet it is a 
well-worn 320, or they have a very light touch. Orange peel at 
the 3,000 stage is a sign of trouble. 3,000 should be yielding 
almost a polish. 

Subject: BA TT Laps 

Modesty (Fear of commercialization perceptions) prevents me 
from trying to top Doug's kind words about the laps, but some 
history might be of general interest. I used to make pure tin 
laps and loved the ease of use. The low toxicity of tin, and its 
low coefficient of friction against gem materials made a very 
forgiving and cool-running lap. But really, it is too soft. Sev
eral years ago, in discussions on the FD, I had reported going to 
the local hardware store and buying 95/5 tin/antimony solder. 
This is one of the new "Lead-Free" alloys, approved for direct 
contact with potable water by the National Sanitation Founda
tion. For plumbing purposes, it's terrible . .it's wetting and melt
ing range characteristics are awful. But it did make good laps, 
and I had made a bunch at cost for people to try. 

A big issue with making high-tin laps was to avoid lead. It 
really added no performance benefits to the solder laps, except 
weight, toxicity, cheapness, and the ability to tarnish. In devel
oping BATT, I further reduced the antimony content, and added 
other nontoxic metals to create the complex grain structure 
needed to obtain hard facet edges and lap geometry, while re
taining high diamond/polish charging. The alloy has under
gone a lot of fine-tuning over the years. Originally, titanium 
was used as a deoxidizer. This necessitated borrowing an argon 
furnace to prepare a titanium/tin masterbatch alloy. Check the 
phase diagrams of Ti/Sn and see why it was a miserable exer
cise! There are next-generation alloys out being tested by a few 
faceters ... Much harder, of a different microstructure, but be
cause of the exotic metallurgy, I doubt they will ever get the ac· 
ceptance the BATT has, simply because of the cost issues. Tne 
whole story and tin alloy hardness details are at: 

http://www.gearloose.com/batt.html 

But, you know, we all have different styles, speeds, polish fa
vorites, heavy-handedness, favorite stones and coolant prefer
ences. 1 recall with horror a thread on the FD about the Turbo
fan laps- by most accounts a fine product..some people loved 
them, some people denigrated them horribly. Making any ma
chine or supply for a field with such a diversity of techniques is 
a scary thing. That is why you will not hear me bash any man
ufacturer .. it's a miserable way to make a living, and 1 feel sorry 
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for them. ( I have a Day Job, so I can be a little relaxed about it.) 
Gem cutters are by nature, perfectionists! Imagine trying to 
please everyone in THIS marketplace! The faceting machine dis
cussions over the years in these forums bear this out. 

Subject: POLISHING, KUNZITE, APOPHYLLITE 

I intentionally broke every rule ever written about cutting spo
dumene (Kunzite) and got excellent results. Pre-polish was ac
complished on 3K mesh Batt lap without aggravating any 
chipped edges or opening existing cleavages or causing new 
ones. Final polish on I OOK mesh Batt lap, very fast and no 
problems. 

That 3K step seems to be really important, though l prefer 4K. 
Perhaps tin alloys being less draggy and cool running produces a 
gentler prepolishing operation. Apophyllite is next but without 
much hope. Oh, it will polish fine, till it explodes into a stack of 
Necco Wafers. I think apophyllite comes from deep in the earth, 
Very deep. 

Subject: CHARGING, BATT LAP 

I am having no success in eliminating the polish lines and haze 
on the final polish of a synthetic corundum. I went from 600 
nubond to 14K on corundum to JOOK on the BAIT. For some 
reason, the table polished better than the smaller facets but it 
does have a couple spots that are not pe,fect. I went back to 
Gear/oose's web site and reread the instructions and the only 
thing I did different was charging the JOOK I don't have a roller 
bearing so I used a 3/4-inch wide piece of syn corundum that I 
flattened and then beveled an edge and then prepolished with a 
3K steel lap. 

Your charging method sounds fine. I always prepolish sapphire 
with 4,000 (5 micron) before going to polish. It is (at least from 
what I have seen) probable that you may have subsurface scores 
from the 600. I am concerned about going from 600 to polish. 
Many, many people do, with good results, but this process is 
pressure sensitive. !fyou have a heavy hand like I do, an inter
mediate polish is a good idea, to make certain subsurface scoring 
from the 600 is removed. Consider using 14K on the flip side of 
the BA TT. The I ('S;, on your regular side should clean up the 
polish pretty well. Sapphire should polish well with only a light 
charging, so you do not need to expend a lot of effort on the 14K 
side. As for the Linde, it is good for cleaning up that sleeky dia
mond polish that one gets on sapphire. But I find that the alumi
nas are sensitive to differing individual techniques and pressures. 
Some people love alumina polishes and use them for everything 
on the BATT laps. I rarely get the best results with them, myself, 
and prefer diamond for most polishing, until the very fussy end. 
But that could be me, being heavy handed and running my laps 
fast. 

Subject: POLISHING, SPINEL 

The old fashioned way is aluminum oxide on tin lead, a better 
way is 1 OOK diamond on a ceramic lap, the best way I have 
found is 1 OOK diamond on a Batt lap. 

AND: 

I used 14,000 diamond powder and light oil on a Last Lap. 1 
have also used a Spectra lap with diamond powder and oil and 
also find the BATT Lap to be FANTASTIC with diamond powder 
and oil. 

I usually do not respond or add to these, for obvious reasons or a 
lack of objectivity, etc., so edit this out if it is inappropriate! Nat
urally, I have been using BA TT longer than anyone else, for 
nearly a year before I made them available. I never saw a spine] 
which presented any challenge for polishing at all. Tourmaline, 
topaz, zircon, garnets, spine!, beryls, they all polish the same on 
BA TT, to the extent one can pretty much ignore what the rough 
is, if topaz cleavage is taken into account. I have encountered 
one topaz, a London Blue, which gave me trouble, and one piece 
of tourmaline which drove me to distraction. But that could have 
been lattice damage from all the treating, in the case of the topaz, 
or just one of Nature's little pranks, in the case of the tourmaline. 
I especially love to cut spine! and zircon. Natural spinels exist in 
such beautiful colors, and zircon's RI is such that it is pretty hard 
to end up with a dull stone. Sometimes I think a sparkling and 
lively zircon could be cut with a cobbing hammer .... haha. Rough 
prices are reasonable, too, so if you have not tried a zircon yet, 
you are in for a treat. There is some good red material out there 
as well as the cinnamons, blues, and whites. It resembles a goo. 
bright garnet on steroids. 

Subject: BA TT Laps 

Opal did not polish at all well on the Batt lap with 1 OOK dia
mond, at least with the techniques used with previously reported 
tests. I have not given up on it though as there were promising 
good areas of polish between gouges. 

Try Ceo. Some people have had good results using it in oil-based 
carriers, rather than water. It is slower, but gentler. 

Calcite did not scratch; it flaked off Again this may be tech
nique and 1 will try again. 

Sounds like my experience with Apophyllite. ( I think "apoplexy" 
is derived from the same Greek root!) Don't get me going on 
THAT mineral ! ! !  

Beryl is an unqualijied success! Very quick polish from 1200 
mesh on an 8mm round. 

Wait till you try tourmaline and the garnets .... 

Su),JeFt: PECONT AMINA TING, BATT LAP 

To answer James Foster's question regarding synthetic spine/. Hi, questiorl for Jon Rolfe and all, I have a BATT that I've been 
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using with 0.3 micron Linde for a month or two, and darn if it 
hasn't picked up a contaminant. Seems like about a 600 grit 
fleck. 

Unfortunately, BA TT, tin, tin/lead, etc. work well for polishing 
because they are so easy to charge with diamond or other abra
sives. But a chip from CZ or other brittle material can also load 
the lap. If Brillo or an SOS pad, when the lap is run in reverse, 
do not remove the particle, the best thing to do is to resurface it. 
One cannot really etch out a diamond or other contaminant. For 
the BA TT people, I offer an inexpensive resurfacing service at a 
token charge. The details are on: 

http://www.gearloose.com/resurf.html 

The reason, of course, is that if I boast that the laps can be resur
faced many times, then I am obligated to do so. :-) I am gratified 
that in the year this page had been up, only one person has ever 
availed themselves of the offer, so that is a little encouraging, 
anyway. It happens, though. I have had it happen sooner or later 
to many laps over the years, but then, my shop is a pigpen at 
times. Too much going on, too little room! 

Several questions and comments. Is zinc harder than BAm 

Zinc is harder than BA TT. Commercial rolled zinc is 43 Brinell 
Hardness Number, BA TT is 32.5 BHN. People get good results 
from zinc, but it can be tricky. The tin alloys are "slippery" and 
1o not put much heat into the stone, whereas zinc has a few oddi
ties. It can be "grabby", and also it reacts readily with acids to 
liberate hydrogen. Some alumina polishes are acidic, so there 
can be some wild chemistry going on. One of the many, many 
theories on polishing mechanisms included free protons--- 1 am 
not going to explore that one, myself, but it could be relevant to 
zinc. 

If I can find a good source of commercial zinc plate I have been 
considering doing a zinc/BATT composite lap, with the BA TT 
cast and bonded to the zinc, so people can flip them over and use 
them for different grits and stones. If anyone has seen any for 
sale let me know. I only see it listed in pigs and ingots. 

Do you know how to tell steel from cast iron in c ;ap7 

Jfyou can etch it and look at it under a microscope it has a dis
tinctive structure. In machining there is a world of difference
steel produces a continuous curled chip, whereas cast iron makes 
this powdery black stuff go everywhere. (My wife's white "cat" 
was near the lathe last time, and I was very nearly made into a 
candidate for the Vienna Boys' Choir ... ). Cast Iron's porosity 
has been given as an explanation as to why it makes a good lap. 
Back in the '70's cast iron laps were available everywhere, and 
worked well with the traditional olive oil/diamond powder. For 
some reason people lost interest in them. Could it be because 
they rusted? 

ing posts from people who had lots of trouble with it. Lucite and 
cerium slurry, no problem for me. Then Trewax and Lucite, eas
ier and faster. Then Corian and Trewax, better yet. Why others 
have problems, I don't know - maybe I just have "the gift" with 
quartz, a lowly magical power. 

Well, you and many overseas commercial cutters. Look at all the 
citrines and amethysts that are cranked out by the thousands in 
"factories." "WE" may fault the finish quality, but obviously they 
are making and selling a lot of material with scarcely a whine 
about quartz's difficulties. I have seen quartzes that polish with 
no effort, and quartzes that defy my best efforts ... And this part is 
troublesome, knowing how casually the "factories" polish the 
stuff. 

Subject: BATT LAP 

The lap seems to be be getting better and better as it is used. I 
would estimate that I am turning the lap at around 500 rpm. The 
resulting pre polish is likely as good as a lot of commercial fin
ishes. 

Commercial cutters assure me that even after 200 stones, the laps 
continue to improve. There are two reasons: First, the structure 
of the alloy allows to accept higher charges than most commer
cial metals. Metallurgically, BA TT is a horrible alloy with few 
redeeming properties for structural applications. But it was not 
created for bridge building, plumbing, etc. It was designed for 
polishing laps. Secondly, unlike many high tin alloys, BA TT 
does work-harden in use, and appears to do so with the diamond 
grains embedded. 

I did try BK for pre polish and found it to be too slow for trim
ming in meet points. The pre polish itself was superb. 

Might try it at 800+ RPM .... wink. I prefer 4,000 (5 micron) my
self. A year ago, I was making it available to a few people, but 
my diamond dealer retired on me. While I can get diamond pow
ders from the same places as everyone else, this particular mate
rial was exceptionally narrow in particle size distribution and 
blocky. Some users were actually calling stones "polished" with 
this prepolish material, and I suppose by some commercial piece
work standards they were .. Though I would not. As I mentioned, 
I had a lot of trouble getting ceramic laps to work, and it also 
works in reverse; Ceramic users sometimes have trouble with 
many metal laps, not just the high-tin ones. Then one day they 
seem to have an epiphany, and the "touch" comes to them. For 
one thing, ceramic users, with good reason, tend to go very light 
on diamond concentration. Ceramic laps operate on different 
assumptions than do metal laps. We expect diamond particles to 
embed in metal laps, but the ceramics do not charge that way. 

Subject: A GONGA 

Gonga is a singularly excellent description of the Batt laps I 
bought last month. With less than IO minutes of break-in time I 

I always thought quartz polishing trouble free, until I started see- obtained near competition grade polish on an Bx JO cushion cut 
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topaz. Subsequent to that CZ, corundum, garnet, quartz, and 
peridot have also been polished very quickly and with lillle or no 
heat build up. I am considering reserving my ceramic laps as 
alignment tools only! Gearloose; many thanks for a superior 
product! 

Thank you! As some of you know, I have been working on a sec
ond generation, harder version of the BA TT alloy for some time, 
and was looking for a name. (It contains silver, so will probably 
never catch on because of price ... ) However, according to the 
Patent and Trademark Office, "Ganga" is in use, for some type of 
dry salsa mix. Many of you know that the ceramic laps are the 
very reason for the existence of BATT. Perhaps it is my habits of 
speed and pressure, but I could never get one to work for me, 
though many people swear by them, and often win competitions 
with them. They are an established, fine product for many peo
ple. My ceramic lap was used as a skeet a couple of years ago. 
(To which, one ceramic user said, "Awwwwww .. I would have 
been GLAD to pay you the shipping if you wanted to get rid of 
it!") There are just so many different users' techniques, and ma
terials, and polishes in our field that there always seems to be 
room for a new lap or new polish. We keep open minds, and try 
everything ... usually. 

FROM: PAUL A. HEAD 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Paul had contributed a number of posts to 
he AFMS Digest and rather than re-publish the individual posts 
�e elected to rewrite the posts into the more succinct article 
which fo//ows. 

I began this project because of the rounded facet edges l was get
ting on quartz using Spectra Laps and the cat hair scratches 
made by ceramic laps on C.Z. The few reports available dis
cussing merits of BATT laps sounded quite promising and worth 
pursuing. The Holy Grail of a universal polishing lap might even 
be possible. The procedure I have been testing intentionally fol
lows a single narrow approach that varies only because the size 
of the stone dictates different choices for the cutting laps. A 
BA TT lap charged with 3000-grit diamond is used for pre polish 
and I 00,000-grit diamond on a different BA TT lap is always 
used for final polish. Both laps seem to improve with use as the 
diamond charge becomes better established. Other polishing me
dia will be tried someday. 

LAP PREPARATION 

The 3000-grit pre polish BA TT lap is charged with diamond 
much as a copper lap would be prepared. A thick slurry of olive 
oil and about 1/4 carat of diamond is evenly spread over the lap 
with a razor blade, then pressed into the metal with a ball bear
ing. Wipe off all the resulting black goo you can with dry tissue. 
The 100,000-grit final polish BATT lap is charged with 1 0  or 12 
drops from a commercial spray bottle smeared evenly around 
with a fingertip and razor blade. Just start polishing at this point 
and keep spreading the diamond. Again pretty messy, but live 
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with it until black goo gets unbearable then wipe it as clean as 
possible with alcohol. Facets should then polish easily, leaving 
little or no greasy smear to wipe off. 

DIAMOND SPRAY PREPARATION 

A spray or mist of diamond is needed to pep up cutting and pol
ishing occasionally. Both 3000-grit and 100,000-grit sprays are 
made the same way. About 1/4-carat of diamond powder is 
mixed in 4 ounces of denatured alcohol in mist spray bottles ob
tainable from most drug stores. Shake before each use. A small 
ball can be added to the spray bottle to help agitate the diamond. 

LAP MAINTENANCE 

The pre polish lap is to be used with almost no lubricant. A sin
gle drop of olive oil, evenly spread with a razor blade then wiped 
off is more than enough. Cuttings should be cleaned off occa
sionally with alcohol, especially between cutting stones of differ
ent hardness. The polish lap usually requires no lubricant. The 
lap should be wiped off with alcohol occasionally, especially be
tween materials of different hardness. 

GENERAL TECHNIQUE 

How you get to the pre polish stage is not too critical so long as 
the meets are correct and there are no residual scratches from 
prior steps. The pre polish lap can be turned quite fast without 
heat build up on all minerals tested so far except corundum and 
for very small stones. Do not dwell on a small area of the lap. 
Only olive oil has been used as a lubricant but likely mineral oil, 
diamond extender and other fluids can be used to keep the cut
tings mobile. Denatured or isopropyl alcohol can be used to 
clean off the cuttings and excess lubrication. For final polish, I 
have tried slow to fast lap speeds and find little difference in pol
ish quality except wth soft minerals. Use slow long sweeping 
strokes or quick short strokes across the laps but keep the stone 
moving. Recharging does not seem to be necessary but an occa
sional squirt from your spray bottles will speed up both the cut
ting and polishing action. I seem to be using somewhat more 
IOOK on the BA TT lap than I did on ceramic laps. Be extra 
careful about setting the stone onto the lap at the wrong index. 
This w;•: cause grooves in the lap. It is probably safer to polish 
girdle facets on a ceramic lap to avoid gouging. The various gem 
materials tested to date are andalucite, apatite, apophyllite, beryl, 
calcite, corundum, C.Z., garnet, opal, peridot, quartz, spine!, spo
dumene, and topaz. Apophyllite does polish on the BA TT lap 
but its fragile nature is very discouraging. Oddly enough I had 
no problem getting through the pre polish stage. I did learn that 
it is best to keep wiping the polish swarf away with a tissue, so 
technique is at issue rather than the lap. The polish is quite easy 
but somewhat slower than for quartz. Use about 50 rpm for both 
polish and pre polish and keep the stone moving using a light 
touch. I certainly do not recommend apophyllite as an easy mr 
terial to cut. l intentionally broke every rule ever written about 
cutting spodumene (Kunzite) and got excellent results. I started 
with fairly clean colorless piece of rough, sawed off a piece for an-
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8-mm SRB with a dull and warped blade to induce stress. The 
rough was dopped using brown wax and excessive heat on the 
"C" axis. The pavilion was pre formed on a 260-grit lap to fur
fuer stress the stone and to chip some edges. Final cutting was 
on a worn 1200-grit lap leaving a few obvious 260-grit chips at 
the girdle and on some main/break edges. Incipient cleavage 
problems were also evident. Pre polish was accomplished on the 
3000-grit BA TTlap without aggravating any of chipped edges, 
opening existing cleavages or causing new ones. Final polish on 
the 100,000-grit BA TT lap was very fust with no problems. The 
stone was transferred using exessive heat. Care was taken to cut 
the crown and table so that no chipped edges remained after pre 
polishing was completed. Polishing the crown and table took less 
than twenty minutes. By this time I should have nothing left but 
road gravel! Come February I will be looking for some really 
nice rough Kunzite! Apatite and opal also require slower lap 
speed and a light touch. Calcite polished easily on some facets 
but cleavage flaking developed on facets placed within a few de
grees of a cleavage plane. Calcite will require an altogether dif
ferent technique that I have not yet worked out. Corundum and 
spine!, both natural and synthetic, polish somewhat more slowly 
than mid hardness range minerals but there was no pitting or or
ange peel problem at the pre polish stage; thus the overall time to 
finish was reduced. Heat build up was noted during the pre pol
ish stage but not when polishing. I felt almost guilty polishing 
beryl, garnet, and tourmaline because it required so little effort. 

FALSE STARTS 

When I first began testing the BA TT laps with a diamond charge 
I tried 8000-grit diamond for the pre polish stage. It seemed to 
me to be much too fine, giving a nearly perfect finish but re
quired excessive time to tweak in the meets. The BA TT 8000-
grit lap produces a much finer finish than 8000-grit used on ei
ther a copper or ceramic lap. On very large tables the 8000-grit 
lap following the 3000-grit lap may be useful. I first tried using 
200,000-grit for the final polish but it did not seem to work well. 
That may have been because the diamond disappeared into the 
metal or perhaps I did not persist until the lap was broken in 
properly. 

FROM: ROY KERSEY 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP 
Tom: 
Maybe Gearloose, the inventor of the BA TT lap, will answer this. 
It is a tin alloy lap specially formulated and is harder than either 
Tin or Tin-Lead by quite a bit. Used with both oxides and dia
mond, it is reported to exceed the performance of tin-lead without 
the lead exposure problems. If you will search the web for Gear
loose, I think you will easily turn up his site. 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP 

Paul Head wrote: I am using 2 Batt laps, one charged with 3000 
mesh diamond for pre polish, the other charged with 100,000 
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mesh diamond. See my post dated I I /06/00 for more details. 

Paul: I'm curious about why you are not using one lap with an 
outside ring of3000 and an inside of the 100,000? Wouldn't this 
save time? 

FROM: ROB KULAKOFSKY 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP, TIN/LEAD LAP, TOPAZ 
Another stone of mine is finished ..... well sort of. I was cutting a 
silver topaz that looked clean as could be under magnification. 
There was a cleavage plane on both sides of the rough, so it was 
like looking through a pane of glass. Polishing it turned into a 
pain in the ***. 

My trusty pre-polish copper lap charged with 8,000 diamond 
scratched the daylights out of the stone. I went to a BA TT lap 
with 8,000 and it pre-polished nicely. Then I went to 50,000 dia
mond on tin/lead for a final polish. Scratches were appearing all 
over every facet, so I went to a BATT lap with aluminum oxide. 
This was much better, but by the time the prepolish scratches 
were just about polished out, a major grand canyon sized scratch 
would appear out ofnowhere. 

I persevered out of stubbornness, and most of the facets would 
finally stay polished once I polished out the mysterious grand 
canyons. On closer inspection, I realized that as I polished, a 
hazy linear area would appear just below the surface. As I con
tinued to polish, the hazy area came to the surface as a scratch. 
As I continued to polish, these mysterious scratches would open 
up into grand canyons and after 15 or so minutes of polishing, 
the grand canyons would slowly polish out. 

The first thing that went out the window on this stone was perfect 
meetpoints. Once the facets were polished, I didn't dare continue 
to get a meetpoint. I surely wouldn't have considered tweaking 
any facets that had already been polished to match an over cut 
facet. My patience wore thinner and thinner. Finally one grand 
canyon scratch appeared just as the first one was going away. By 
the time the second grand canyon was nearly gone, the facet was 
grossly overcut compared to all the rest of the facets. That was 
the point at which I decided I was through with this stone and it 
was coming off the dop. 
This was especially disappointing to me, because I haven't been 
able to facet for about 3 weeks. I experienced an inner ear prob
lem and couldn't control my balance. I was seeing double and 
everything was spinning. Unfortunately, this wasn't the result of 
early New Year's partying :-). My first time back to cutting was 
less than productive experience. After I removed the offending 
mineral from my machine, I dopped up a small peridot and so 
far, so good. 

FROM: JIM PERKINS 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP, CERAMIC LAP 
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Hi All, Well, after grinding my stone pavilion with a 260 & 600 
grit lap, I did what I would normally consider a finish polish 
using 14k on Last lap. Stone looked pretty nice to the eye but, 
had many tiny scratches visible under magnification. I cleaned 
the 01' ceramic and after doing some research put a dab of 50k 
on it and was pretty amazed at what happened. It did polish but 
it changed the facet to the point I had to actually polish the fucet 
and meet in. I found that the Last lap created a rounded facet 
and the ceramic flattened it out and made much sharper facet 
edges. All right I know the rest of you already knew that proba
bly. But what seemed to be significantly different from previous 
advice I had been given I did not use a 1200 or a 3000 grit wheel 
for prepolish but used the 14k diamond. Now my thinking is to 
change to either a BATT or another ceramic for the 14k pre
polish then finish on the ceramic at 50k. I really like the BA TT 
lap as I have found it easy to work with from the beginning and 
find it gets better with use. I did find my preference is not to 
rough it up in preparing it but to simply apply diamond and oil 
and polish a stone. By the time I finished polishing a round bril
liant ruby it seemed to be well charged. I simply freshen it up 
with a little diamond periodically and it keeps on polishing. I do 
however, remain open to suggestions. 

SUBJECT: BA TT LAP, SYNTHETIC SPINEL 
Hi All, I love grinding and polishing synthetic spinel. I just fin
ished a I 0mm round brilliant in a Ceylon blue color which has 
been set in a ring for my nephew for Christmas. I used 14,000 
diamond powder and light oil on a Last Lap. I have also used a 
Spectra lap with diamond powder and oil and also find the BA TT 
Lap to be FANT AS TIC with diamond powder and oil. The best 
is probably the BA TT but in my quest to learn to polish some of 
the harder stones I accumulated a sizable collection and use 
whatever is in arm's reach that I know will work. Use my ce
ramic lap as a coaster for my coffee cup now. Someday it will 
become a clay pigeon no doubt. 

FROM: STEVE RICHARDS 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP, CLEANING 

The way that I clean my BA TT lap is as follows. I have a little 
spray bottle (like the Crystalite Diamond comes in). 1 fill it with 
a mix of about I part oil and 9 parts alcohol. It does not stay 
mixed but a few shakes mixes it long enough to give a few good 
sprays to the lap. Then simply wipe the turning lap with a clean 
cloth or tissue. It may take more than one go to get the lap clean. 
It is then ready for a new charge. I also use the same spray on 
my steel laps after they have been spun dry. It keeps them from 
rusting. The alcohol acts as a carrier and evaporates to leave a 
very fine oil film on the lap. The trick to not having an oily lap 
is to use very little oil and a lot of alcohol. 

FROM: DOUG TURET 

Hey Tom, I'll see your note from your mom, and raise you two 
eyes of newt and a tongue of BA TT -- after all, how else d'you 
think our very own witch doctor, Jon Rolfe (a.k.a. "gearloose"), 
could've arrived at the alloy for his "polish-ologically emancipat
ing" invention, The BATT Lap? (And from what I hear, there's a 
certain 1980's rock star who was very disappointed to learn that 
*this* BA TT lacked a head he could bite off!) Warped humor 
aside, Jon's created what I consider to be one of the three best all
around polishing laps in existence, and he's dubbed it the BA TT 
Lap (ostensibly because of its component alloys' names). Wbat 
this is, Tom, is a tough, hard, dense-enough-to-ring-like-a-bell 
Tin alloy lap, which offers the best features of Tin (i.e. "soft" sur
face feel, excellent polish affinity and relative resistance from 
table-polish chattering) with the work-hardening traits and sur
face integrity/wearability of tougher, more traditional lap materi
als, such as Copper and Zinc/Type meal. Usable with either Dia
mond compound or oxides -- or both, since it's finished/prepared 
on both sides - it's such a great, reliable performer, and gener
ates such incredibly crisp, flat facets that I've either traded or 
given away all of my other polishing laps, save for my ceramic! 
(And, you want to talk about "fast"?? I just polished the table of 
a 9mm Pink Tourmaline--- prepolished with only a well-worn 
600 mesh lap--in 45 seconds, flat! Wben was the last time you 
could say that about "any" lap?) In other words, Tom, I guess 
you could say i "kinda like it, a little .. !" .. So, what's that note 
from Mom "really" say? 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP 

Hey Bob, Rob, Rob2, Robb(3?) and others, 

As for Rob (Kulakofsky)'s related nightmare of lily pad disinte
gration, I've enjoyed pretty consistent results at overcoming this 
problem by prepolishing on an old 1200 DynaDisk, polishing 
with either 50,- or 100,000 on either Ceramic or BA TT, and 
keeping the grain (plane) of the lily pads at a leading diagonal to 
that of the lap's travel. 

In dealing with lily pads, I've also found it helpful to think of 
them as "EXclusions" rather than inclusions, because they're re
ally just gas bubble pockets! As such, it's worthwhile to stop 
thinking about polishing a large surface with "a headache" stuck 
in the middle of it, and start thinking about how you'd go about 
polishing the edges of a delicate, razor-thin crystal goblet that', 
submerged in Plexiglas, without causing further damage to either 
its newly-chipped rim or the acrylic that encases it! If approached 
in this manner, I think you'll find that the trick isn't to polish the 
gem, but rather, the inclusion... ...And in every case I've come 
across, so far, polishing the inclusion has simultaneously pol
ished the surfuce around it, (just as Cerium Oxide on felt would 
do for the goblet-and-acrylic metaphor I've just used). 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP, TANZANITE, POLISHING, LINDE A, 
TIN LAP, CERAMIC LAP 

SUBJECT: BA TT LAP Hi Giovanna, By all means: dive right in (Just be sure to ap
proach those Tanzanites "gently''! )  after prepolishing your 
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nearly-finished stone on a well-worn 1200 mesh electrobond, or a 
NuBond disc, you "can" polish quickly and easily with either 
Linde A or Tin Oxide on a tin or BA TT lap, but my recommen
Jation would be to invest that extra little bit of time to do the job 
with I 00,000 mesh on a ceramic lap. (Except for the table, which 
I'd do on a tin or BATT, to save your ears!) If you follow my ad
vice on this, you'll wind up with finished goods that'll compare 
favorably with CZ's in terms of dispersion and scintillation. Try 
one this way (and one on tin) and let me know what you think of 
their side-by-side comparisons! 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP, FALCON LAP 

Hi Everyone, A few thoughts have popped up, after reading 
some of your postings, the last few days ... To all of you who are 
just getting started, or who only get around to faceting a stone 
every few weeks, or so, please don't be put off by the volumes of 
pieces that guys like Jeff Graham and I are cranking out? Don't 
take it as any kind of negative reflection upon yourselves or your 
skill-sets that you're not up to our kinds of speeds (as I once did); 
keep things in perspective, if you can. For what it's worth, I de
veloped most of my techniques out of dire necessity: if ! didn't 
produce fast enough, my wife and I didn't eat well enough! As 
such, I found ways of expediting things that would certainly raise 
a few eyebrows (amongst "Meetpoint" purists, that is), but stiJI 
enabled me to produce the kinds of meetpoint accuracy and near
competition quality finish that my clientele expected, without 
costing me 20-60 hours per stone. (In answer to Roy's question, 
an 8mm SRB in Quartz takes me somewhere between 1.25 and 2 
hours from rough to finished, assuming a complete lack of inter
ruptions/ distractions. Garnets and Spinels move a bit faster, es
pecially if I polish on Jon's BATT Lap with AI02; Sapphires take 
about 40% longer, and receive 100,000 mesh on an old Graves 
Falcon Lap, except their tables, which get 50,000 on the BA TT 
(for my ears' sake!). 

SUBJECT: BATT LAP, SYNTHETIC SPINEL 

Hey, Bob, Try this one on for size: Skip that 3,000 mesh step, 
entirely, and go directly from a light touch on a 1200 lap (set at 
your highest speed setting, and using only the innermost I" for 
prepolishing) to a BA TT Lap with your choice of either 14,000 
or 50,000 mesh and - tight gloss of WD-40, also by going at a 
high RPM. By doing this, you'll get a quick polish to come in 
and, if you'll flip the lap over and have at it with some 100,000 
mesh Crystalite Spray, you'll achieve a near-competition-quality 
finish in about half the time! A few months back, I gave Jon 
Rolfe a piece produced in this fashion, for "BA TT display pur
poses"; other than a few meets, which I'd subsequently retouched 
on my ceramic lap, the stone came out beautifully, first time 
through. § 
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USFG MEMBERS' WEBSITES 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The primary purpose of the following list is 
one of communication: a communication that exists and is pos
sible amongst us - A. USFG members with websites; B. Mem
bers who have electronic mail potential but do not have web
sites; C. And members who have only regular (snail) mail po
tential. 

We are a Guild composed of Professional and Hobbyist Gem 
Cutlers; Inventors of Faceting Equipment, Laps, Faceting Ma
chines etc. ; Scientists, Engineers and Teachers. If our mem
bers have commodities for sale or free exchange, the USFG 
officers feel that this information is extremely important for all 
members of the USFG to have on hand Lest you are con
cerned that this is commercialism, please be advised that the 
USFG does benefit financially one iota from this endeavor - it 
is only communication of useful information. 

THIS JS ALSO A NOTICE to USFG members who are dealers 
that have only electronic mail and/or dealers who have only 
regular mail; please send the following information to Charles 
Moon (address in USFG Newsletter) and enclose the following 
instructions: I. Name of business; 2. E-mail address, if you 
have one; 3. Snail mail address and telephone; 4. Describe the 
essence of your business in 2 5 words or less.§ 

PAUL T. AHLSTEDT: The Gemking Website Resources for 
Faceters: GRS System Clarity Graded Faceting Rough, Faceters 
Chat Room, Faceters Daily Discussion Digest, Faceting Informa
tion & Books, Rough Gemstone Miners and Importers. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemking.com> 
WEBSITE'S: E-MAIL: <sales@gemking.com> 
PERSONAL E-MAIL: <gemking@earthlink.net> 
P.T. AHSTEDT THE GEMKING COMPANY 
P.O. Box 11608 
San Bernardino, California 92423-1608 
Phone: 909-389-7575 
Toll Free: 1-877-GEMKING 
Fax: 909-794-8527 
************************************************ 
CLARK, DON: International Gem Society: The !GS is dedi
cated to supplying affordable education and information on 
Gemology, Lapidary and Metalsmithing. 
WEBSITE: <www.gemsociety.org> 
E-MAIL: < admin@gemsociety.org> 
DON CLARK 
International Gem Society 
PO Box 491808 
Redding, CA 96049 
************************************************ 
M. LUC GENOT: Gemline: Information website related to jew
elery, gemology, lapidary in Belgium (exposition, societies, 
stones infos ... ). Luc is an authority on Blue Moonstones from 
Meethiyagoda, SriLanka 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemline.org> 
E-MAIL: <gama@skynetbe> 
M. Luc Geno!, Gemline 
Ch. de Wavre, 850 
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B-1040 Bx! 
Belgium 
************************************************ 
JEFF GRAHAM: Gram Faceting: Rough available: Tourma
line, Garnet, Sapphires, Quartz, Beryl, Peridot, Topaz, Gram 
Faceting books, "ask Jeff" faceting related questions, cut stones, 
links. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.faceters.com>www.faceters.com> 
E-MAIL: <mailto:jeff@faceters.com>jeff@faceters.com> 
JEFF GRAHAM 
Gram Faceting 
P.O. Box 18385 
Tucson, AZ 85731 ******************·****************************** 
LANCE KANADY: GemData/The Spectrum Network: Colored 
Gemstone and Diamond Information, home of the interactive 
Gem, Mineral and Jewelry Show Calendar, Faceting info, U�FG 
membership form, SoLux Daylighting info, Gem Sales and lmks 
to gem cutting sites and organization. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemdata.com> 
E-MAIL: <Jkanaby@buffuet.net> 
LANCE KANADY 
Mine Design 
9135 Sheridan Drive 
Clarence, NY 14031 
716-634-9400, Fax 716-633-3984 
************************************************ 
BOB KELLER: Bob's Rock Shop/Rock&Gem Magazine On
line: The Internet's first "Zine" for mineral collectors, lapidary 
hobbyists and rockhounds features online articles, show and club 
lists, free classified ads, Rock Net and more. 
WEBSITE: http://www.rockhounds.com 
E-MAIL: <bkeller@rockhounds.com 
BOB KELLER 
227 West Rillito Street 
Tucson, AZ 85705 
************************************************ 
ANDY KILIKAUSKAS: Mojave Gems: The purpose ofmy site 
is to display my faceted & cabbed gems, and to give people some 
background information about gemcutting. 
WEBSITE: <http://ndti.net/andyk/wkpage.htrn> 
E-MAIL: <andyk@ridgenet.net> 
************************************************ 
ROB KULAKOFSKY: COLOR WRIGHT. We sell most major 
brands of faceting machines, laps (including BA TT laps ), saws 
and other accessories for the faceter at discour,, prices. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.facetingmachines.com> 
E-Mail: <rob@facetingmachines.com> 
(Toll free): 877-548-1439 
************************************************ 
JEAN MARR: MystiCrystals, Gifts from the Heart of the Earth: 
Our searchable web site features information about our show 
schedule, gemstone jewelry, faceted gemstones, custom faceting, 
gem trees, gem tree supplies, facet rough, and contains articles by 
Jean on gemology and faceting. 
WEBSITE: <www.MystiCrystals.com> 
E-MAJL: <sales@mysticrylstals.com> 
JEAN MARR 
PO BOX 1815 
Kernersville, NC 12185 
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336-595-3870 
********************************************* 
JASON P. MEEKS: Shadow Enterprise; Custom Gemstone De
sign and Loose Gemstone Sales. Finished Jewelry and gemstone 
information pages. Discounts available to members of the USFG 
and !GS. Knifemakers Gemstones 
WEBSITE: <http://www.shadowenterprise.com> 
E-Mail: <shadowenterprise@aol.com> 
Fax: 601-898-1129 
TELE: 601-750-2191 
JASON P. MEEKS 
Shadow Enterprise, Inc. 
P.O. Box 419 
Ridgeland, MS 39158-0419 
********************************************* 
GLEN & VENETIA PROBST: English Language Cyber Cen
ter at Brigham Young U. Reveals: A photo story about making a 
gemstone for learners of English as a second language. It i� part 
of my website for the English Language Cyber Center at Brigham 
Young University. (Recommended: Excellent article, "Making a 
Gemstone.") WEBSITE: <http:/ /humanities.byu.edu/elc/student/ 
adventures/gemstones/gemstone.html> 
E-MAIL: <softec@itsnet.com> 
GLEN W. PROBST 
380 N. 1200 E. 
Orem, Utah 84097 
********************************************** 
DIXIE THOMAS REALE: Kounting House. The web site is 
primarily designed for sale of rocks. It has a catalog page with 
rock descriptions and pictures, as well as a one of a kind page_ with cabs and jewelry and some of my son's art works. There 1s 
also a rock of the month page with information on how the rocks 
are formed, and instruction on working the stones. There are a 
couple offield trips with maps and instructions to digging areas 
in the Northwestern U.S.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.dopplerlx.com/kounting> 
E-MAIL: <dixietr@magiclink.com> 
DIXIE THOMAS REALE 
503 West 8th, 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
************************************************ 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE: Jon Rolfe, Gearloose.com: Online 
articles illustrate how to build your own laps, faceting machines, 
digital angle readouts for existing production machines. Some 
examples of Jon's gemcutting appear & information re his Batt 
Lap. There are links to other gemcutting sites and organizations. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gearloose.com> 
E-MAIL: <webmaster@gearloose.com> 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE 
PO Box 533 
North Easton, MA 02356 
************************************************ 
BARBARA SMIGEL: Artistic Colored Stones Essence: 
Faceted gems, featuring exotic and collector material as well as 
cabs and carvings specifically chosen to appeal to jewelry design
ers. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.allweb.com/acs/> 
E-MAIL: <smigelb@intermind.net> 
BARBARA W. SMIGEL 
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850 S. Rancho Dr. #2387 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89106 
702-382-0694 �*********************************************** 
JOHN FRANKE: FACET SHOPPE. Since 1990 we promote 
the art of gem cutting by offering information, rough and cut 
gemstones, lapidary equipment and supplies for faceters of all 
skill levels, and maintain the Datavue Gem Design Database. 
No email? Write or call for free price list. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemcutter.com> 
E-MAIL: <facet@gemcutter.com> 
John Franke 
PO Box 449 
Port Townsend, WA 98368 
Tele: 360-385-4520 
FAX: 360-385-9256 ************************************************ 
C.R. SMI'I1I: Prospectors Pouch, Inc. Developer of the Mirror 
Facet(tm)Kit/ Mirror Blend system. A joy to use. In jewelry, lap
idary over 30 yrs. Prospect and promote Georgia Gems and Min
erals. Experience: past operator of school for faceting, cabbing 
and jewelry manufacturing. F.G.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.prospectorspouch.com> 
E-MAIL <prospectorspouch@mindspring.com> 
C.R. Smith, Prospector's Pouch, Inc. 
2850 Hwy. 4 1  North, P.O. Box 1 12 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
Tele: (770) 427-6481, fax (770)427-648 1  ************************************************ 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG: Newgate Gems, LLC 
We offer faceting rough, colored gemstones and faceting equip
ment (Ultra Tee and Polyrnetrics dealer). Our newest feature is a 
line of I 00% cotton sportswear that is embroidered with our cus
tom 1

1facet machine11 logo. 
WEBSITE: <www.newgems.com> Please note: Website in con
struction but will be operative by March. 
E-MAIL: <allen@newgems.com> 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG 
P.O. BOX 83 
Weatogue, CT 06089 ************************************************ 

USFG MEMBERS, DEALERS WITH 
E-MAIL BUT WITHOUT WEBSITES 

Business Name: FACETS OF NEWBERRY. 
Essence of Business: : Small part time business engaged in cus
tom cutting and repair of colored gemstones. Business can be 
reached by mail....Business can be reach by mail. 
BILL EHNEY 
1728 Boundary St. 
Newberry, SC 29108 
E-mail: <W.ehney@worldnet.att.net> 
Tele: 803-276-8827 
************************************************ 
Business Name: GEMART SERVICES 
Essence of Business: Specializing in providing facet rough to the 
cutter; custom cut gems to the jeweler and to the collector. Our 
public exposure is through several shows, as well as mail order. 
List available. 
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JERRY NEWMAN 
42-452 Bob Hope Dr. 
PMB203 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 
E-mail: <GEMARTSERV@aol.com> ************************************************ 
Business Name: ACCO-GEMS 
Essence of Business: Manufacturer and distributor of the 
FACET-MANAGER/ACCU-LIGHT, an extremely sensitive and 
accurate cutting-depth gauge "addon" for the Facetron. 
JACK E. GROSS 
227 Segiah Way 
Kalispell, MT 5990 l 
E-mail: kookoo@dsigisys.net> 
Tele: 406-755-1279 ************************************************ 
Business Name: MOON STONES 
Essence of Business: Lapidary and Faceting Equipment. Business 
primarily one of "drop shipping." 
CHARLES L. MOON 
155 Myrtle Court 
Arcata, CA 95521-651 1  
E-mail: <clmoon@jps.net> 
Tele: 7.07-822-6063 
************************************************ 
Business Name: SPARKLE GEMS 
Essence of Business: We provide top quality gem facet rough to 
the discriminating facetor at truly low prices. "If it doesn't 
Sparkle, it's not from Sparkle Gems." 
MICHAEL E. ROLFING 
2694 E. Garvey Ave. So. # 125 
West Covina, CA 91791 
Tele: 626-966-5684 
E-mail: <sparklegems@sparklegems.net> 
Fax: 626-966-5985 
URL: WWW.Sparklegems.net 
************************************************ 
PLEASE NOTE: If any of the USFG MEMBERS have NOT re
sponded to the above possibility of this kind of communication -
Business WITH WEBSITE, Business WITH E-MAIL BUT NO 
WEBSITE and Business WITH REGULAR-MAIL COMMUNI
CATION. ONLY - as seen in the DECEMBER 99 and MARCH 
00 NEWSLETTER , please send your information to Charles. 
L.Moon; the address is above. It will be published in the March 
Newsle:,er.§ 
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UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

Application for Membership 

March, 20011 

The USFG is open to faceters everywhere. Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting through our 
newsletter and correspondence. Our secondary goal is to improve competitions and competition rules, both in the U.S. and 
internationally. Officers are elected every two years for 2 year terms; 1998 begins with new officers. Issues are voted on by 
mail. Members receive our Quarterly Newsletter, usually containing about 20 pages each, and the right to participate in the 
USFG activities. New members receive a copy of our Constitution upon request. 

Name: Mr. __ Mrs. __ Ms. _ _  _ ___________ Date. ____ _,, 

Street Address __________________ Telephone. _____ _, 

City, State, Zip'--------·--------------------' 

I am a faceter I am interested in becoming a faceter _________ __, 

How long have you been faceting? ____________________ _, 

I compete or have competed at the following levels: 

Junior ____ Novice. ____ Intermediate_Advanced __ Master ______ _,_ 

I do not wish to compete __ . 

I have a display case __ l2 stones __ 2o+ stones __ Educational __ Other 

Which machine do you c>Jt with? ____________________ __, 

Do you cut commercially? Yes __ No __ Are you a gemstone dealer? Yes __ No__, 

Do you need help with, or information about, your type of machine? Yes ___ No. ___ _,_ 

Have you judged in competitions? Yes __ No __ Interested in judging? Yes_No__, 

Have you given talks or written articles on faceting? Yes __ No __ . 

E-mail address if applicable, ______________________ _. 

Are yon a member of the Faceters Digest? Yes __ No __ . 

Do you belong to other faceting guilds? Y es __ No __ If Yes, please list below: 

Are you interested in serving as a USFG officer? __ . If so, please list below: 

Special talents or interests to share? Please list below: 

Enclosed is my check for $18 (U.S.) for I year membership in USFG, ______ _ 
$21 (Canada), $23 (Overseas) 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: DON DUNN 
MAIL THIS FORM PLUS CHECK TO: Don Dunn, 

Rev. 8-98 

993 Renown Rd. 
Dayton, OH 45430-1112 
Telephone: (937) 426-5112 
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